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The bubble equation of motion may be extended to Reynolds numbers beyond
the Stokes regime as per Clift et al. [29], and can be expressed as:
I1A dUn F. 3 CD I I 1 8P
--=g8.+ 8 ·---u u·+--2 dt 11 L 21 4 d r n ax.
p p 1
(3.3.3)
where 81i and 82i are the Kronecker delta function. Since the continuous phase is a
liquid, the terms which are dependent on the relative acceleration (i.e., virtual mass and
Basset terms) can be significant and can not be neglected. In addition, due to the large
pressure drop across an orifice, calculations performed with orifices include the
pressure gradient term. However, all other external forces (except virtual mass,
buoyancy, lift, drag, and Basset forces) may be neglected since piPp ~ 103 .
A more detailed discussion of the hydrodynamic forces in equation (3.3.3) is
given below.
3.3.2 Drag Force
The drag force is the result of the relative motion of the bubble in the liquid, and
the force acts in the direction parallel to the relative motion. The drag force is modeled
by empirical relationships which are based on the steady-state drag for an isolated
spherical rigid particle. The model depends on the bubble Reynolds number, Rep, and
is based on the bubble-liquid relative velocity per Clift et al. [29].
24 (. 0.687) 0.42CD =- 1+0.15Rep +( -116) Rep <3x105
Rep 1+ 42500Rep .
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(3.3.4)
(3.3.5)
Although, the bubble Reynolds number varies within the pipe, the minimum and
maximum values of Reynolds numbers are about 10 and 800. Therefore, the above
model is acceptable for calculation of the drag coefficient.
Other factors which can affect the drag coefficient of a bubble are: non-
sphericity, surface roughness, freestream turbulence, particle rotation, acceleration,
compressibility, etc. Particles which are not spherical will have an increased drag
coefficient, especially at high particle Reynolds numbers [31]. For the present work, the
bubbles are assumed to be spherical. This assumption is reasonable because of the
small bubble Reynolds number (typically less than 800) and Eotvos number (less than
1). The Eotvos number is defined as:
The effect of surface roughness, freestream turbulence, and particle rotation is to
decrease the critical Reynolds number. Compressibility effects are negligible for Mach
numbers less than 0.3 which is the case for the present work.
The equation for the drag coefficient (3.3.4) was developed for solid particles.
Because bubbles are deformable and flow under the action of shear stresses, the
effective drag coefficient for bubbles can be different compared to solid particles.
Peebles [30] and Ishii and Zuber [32] found that for bubbles: (i) the drag coefficient
below a critical bubble Reynolds number is similar to that for a solid sphere, and (ii)
above the critical Reynolds number the drag coefficient increases rapidly due to bubble
distortion and swerving motion in the continuous phase, and exceeds the drag
coefficient for a solid sphere. Based on the work by Peebles, the critical bubble
Reynolds number for the fluid conditions in this work is about 700. For the present
work, the effect of bubble deformation on the drag coefficient is neglected.
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3.3.3 Virtual Mass Force
As a bubble accelerates in a liquid it experiences resistance to its acceleration
from the fluid. Therefore, additional energy must be spent in accelerating the bubble
and the apparent or virtual mass of the bubble increases. The term, I1A dUri ,from
2 dt
equation (3.3.3) represents the virtual mass term in the calculation of bubble
trajectories. The parameter, f..A, was empirically correlated by Odar and Hamilton [33],
11 =21- O.123M~
A • (1+0.12M~)
where MA is the particle acceleration modulus,
M = (dUr)~
A dt U2
r
For the present work, f..A is set to 2.1 and dUr =O.dt
3.3.4 Basset Force
(3.3.6)
The Basset force accounts for the effects of the deviation of the flow pattern
( J
1/2 t81v - 2 du.
around the bubble from steady state. The term, -I1H -2 J(t - s) 1/ _nds, from1tdp to ds
equation (3.3.3) represents the Basset force in the calculation of bubble trajectories.
The Basset force becomes large when a particle is accelerated quickly, and the total
drag increases to several times the steady state drag. Similar to the virtual mass term,
the parameter, f..H, was empirically correlated by Odar and Hamilton [33],
(3.3.7)
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4.3 Solution Procedure of Patankar and Spalding
Patankar and Spalding [48] developed the procedure used to solve the finite
difference equation (4.2.26). The procedure is given the name SIMPLE which stands
for Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations. The remainder of this section
discusses the SIMPLE algorithm and the Tridiagonal Matrix Algorithm used to solve the
finite difference equation.
4.3.1 SIMPLE Procedure
Equations (4.2.31 and 4.2.32) provide the final finite difference form of the
momentum equations in two-dimensions. Given a known pressure field, these
equations may be solved to find the velocity field. However, for most practical situations
the pressure field is unknown. Therefore, Patankar and Spalding [48] developed a
procedure to determine the pressure field and hence the velocity field iteratively.
The first step of Patankar and Spalding's method is the realization that the
pressure field is indirectly specified by the continuity equation. Therefore, unless the
correct pressure field is found, the resulting velocity field will not satisfy continuity. From
Patankar's notation [46], the guessed pressure is denoted by P* and the resulting
velocity field is denoted by U* and V*. The "starred" velocity filed is a result of solving
the following:
aeU\ = IanbU\b +b+(P\ -P\)Ae
anV*n= I anbV *nb +b + (p *p -P *N)An
(4.3.1)
(4.3.2)
Patankar and Spalding [48] proposed a pressure correction equation to improve
the guessed pressure field and obtain a better estimate of the velocity field. The
pressure correction equation is,
P =P*+ pI
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(4.3.3)
where P' is the pressure correction. The corresponding velocity corrections are similar,
U=U*+ U'
V=V*+ V'.
Substituting equations (4.3.4 and 4.3.5) into (4.2.31 and 4.2.32) and subtracting
equations (4.3.1 and 4.3.2) from the resulting equations yields,
aeU'e= IanbU'nb+{P'p-P'E)Ae
anV'n= IanbV'nb+{P'N-P'p)An.
(4.3.4)
(4.3.5)
(4.3.6)
(4.3.7)
The next step forms the key assumption in Patankar and Spalding's [48] method. The
terms IanbU'nb and IanbV'nb were dropped from equations (4.3.6 and 4.3.7) with the
presumption that the neighbor contributions are smaller. Patankar [46] provides a
detailed discussion of this assumption. The basic reason the terms have been dropped
is that if the terms were retained, they would have to be expressed in terms of the
pressure corrections and the velocity corrections at the neighbors of Unb and Vnb. These
neighbors would, in turn, bring their neighbors, and so forth. Ultimately, the velocity-
correction formula would involve the pressure correction at all grid points in the
calculation domain. This leads to a direct solution of the whole set of momentum and
continuity equations implicitly, instead of an iterative method. The omission of the terms
does not introduce any errors in the final solution since the final velocities must satisfy
the continuity equation. The words Semi-Implicit in Patankar and Spalding's [48]
solution procedure acknowledge the omission of these terms. The dropped terms
represent an indirect or implicit influence of the pressure correction on velocity where
pressure corrections at nearby locations can alter the neighboring velocities and thus
cause a velocity correction at the point under consideration.
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When the terms; LanbU'nb and LanbV'nb are dropped. Equations (4.3.6 and
4.3.7) become,
where,
d = A e
e a
e
d = An
n a
n
Substituting equations (4.3.8 and 4.3.9) into equations (4.3.4 and 4.3.5) yield,
(4.3.8)
(4.3.9)
(4.3.10)
(4.3.11)
(4.3.12)
(4.3.13)
Equations (4.3.12 and 4.3.13) correct the guessed velocity field using the pressure
correction. The remaining task in Patankar and Spalding's [48] method is to determine
the pressure correction, P'. The equation used to determine P' is simply the
transformed continuity equation.
Equation (4.2.7) provides the integrated continuity equation assuming steady
flow and that the density and velocity across a control volume face are uniform over the
whole face. Substituting equations (4.3.12 and 4.3.13) into equation (4.2.7) and
rearranging yields,
(4.3.14)
where,
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and,
aE = Pede~Y
aw = Pwdw~y
aN =Pndnill<
as = Psdsill<
(4.3.15)
(4.3.16)
Equation (4.3.14) provides the pressure correction equation used to update the guessed
pressure and velocity fields for the SIMPLE procedure. It should be noted that the
source term b (equation 4.3.16) in the pressure correction equation (4.3.14) represents
the continuity equation using the guessed velocities. Therefore, if the guessed
velocities satisfy the continuity equation, then the source term, b, is equal to zero and no
pressure correction is required. From Patankar [46], b represents a "mass source"
which the pressure corrections through their associated velocity corrections must
eliminate. That is, the mass residual is an indication of how well the continuity equation
is satisfied, and will be used to determine the convergence for the present work.
This completes the description of the theory of Patankar and Spalding's [48]
SIMPLE algorithm. The next section provides the numerical solution scheme used to
solve the finite difference equations for the pressure correction, momentum, and other
dependent variables.
4.3.2 Tridiagonal Matrix Algorithm
This section discusses the numerical method used for the present work. The
discussion refers to the general finite difference equation (4.2.26). However, the
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method is applicable to the pressure correction (4.3.14) and momentum equations
(4.3.1 and 4.3.2) discussed in the above section.
For a one-dimensional situation, the general finite difference equation (4.2.26)
can be solved by a Gaussian-elimination method. For the present work, the TDMA
QriDiagonal-Matrix 6lgorithm) or Thomas algorithm is used. The TDMA algorithm can
be found in most standard numerical methods handbook [e.g., 49]. The TDMA
algorithm derives its name from the fact that when the matrix of the coefficients of the
finite difference equations are written, all the non-zero coefficients align themselves
along three diagonals of the matrix.
For multi-dimensional situations, the use of the TDMA algorithm is not practical.
The TDMA algorithm is a direct method, and requires a large amount of computer
storage and time for solving a multi-dimensional problem with non-linear equations
similar to the present work. Therefore, an iterative method will be employed. The
method used is a combination of the Gauss-Seidel point-by-point method and the TDMA
algorithm and is referred to by Patankar [46] as the line-by-line method. The line-by-line
method can be visualized with reference to Figure 4.3-1. To start, the discretization
equations for the grid points along a line are considered. The equations contain the <l>s
at the grid points (shown by crosses) along the two neighboring lines. If the <I>s from the
neighboring lines are substituted from their latest values, then the equations for the grid
points (shown by dots) for the chosen line would appear as one-dimensional equations
and could be solved by the TDMA. The procedure is carried out for all the lines in one
direction, and then is performed for all the lines in the perpendicular direction.
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Figure 4.3-1
Representation of Line-by-Line Method
The line-by-line method is faster than a point-by-point method because the information
from the problem boundary is transmitted to all interior grid points (which lie along the
line) at once. In addition, by alternating directions of the TDMA transverse, information
from all the boundary conditions is quickly transmitted to the interior.
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4.4 Enhancements to SIMPLE
Following the development of the SIMPLE algorithm by Patankar and Spalding
[48], several improvements to the procedure have been introduced. The remainder of
this section discusses the deficiencies of the SIMPLE algorithm, and then examines
Patankar's [51] SIMPLER and Van Doormaal and Raithby's [52] SIMPLEC algorithms.
4.4.1 Deficiencies of SIMPLE
The main deficiency of the SIMPLE algorithm is related to the assumption made
by Patankar and Spalding [48] to drop the terms IanbU'nb and IanbV'nb from
equations (4.3.6 and 4.3.7). An examination of equations (4.3.6 and 4.3.7) shows that
by dropping the above terms, the local pressure correction is solely responsible for
correcting the velocity field. This results in an over-prediction of the pressure correction,
and requires use of under-relaxation. Patankar [52] recommends an under-relaxation
factor, U, for the momentum equations of 0.5, and under-relaxation of the pressure-
correction by replacing equation (4.3.3) with,
p =P*+upP' (4.4.1)
where Up equals 0.8. Therefore, while the omission of the terms for the neighboring
velocities does not affect the final result, it does slow the rate of convergence for the
problem. In addition the values of under-relaxation may not be optimum for all
problems, and different problems may require different coefficients.
4.4.2 SIMPLER
As discussed in the previous section, the slow rate of convergence of the
SIMPLE algorithm is due to the pressure correction being over-predicted, and the
resulting bad "guesses" at the pressure field. However, it should be noted that the
pressure correction typically does a good job at correcting the velocities. Therefore, if
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the pressure correction is only used to correct the velocities and the pressure field is
obtained through another approach, a faster algorithm may be found. The above
reasoning forms the basis of the SIMPLER (SIMPLE Revised) procedure discussed by
Patankar [46 and 51].
The first step in the development of the SIMPLER procedure is to rewrite the
descritized momentum equations (4.2.31 and 4.2.32) as,
(4.4.2)
(4.4.3)
where de and dn are defined by equations (4.3.10 and 4.3.11). Defining pseudo-
1\ 1\
velocities, U and Vas,
(4.4.4)
(4.4.5)
Equations (4.3.3 and 4.3.4) can be re-written as,
(4.4.6)
(4.4.7)
Substituting equations (4.4.6 and 4.4.7) into the continuity equation (4.2.7) yields a new
pressure equation,
(4.4.8)
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where aE, aw, aN, as, ap are given by equation (4.3.15). The term b is given by equation
1\ 1\
(4.3.16) where the velocities U* and V* are replaced by the pseudo-velocities U and V.
Equation (4.4.8) provides a better approximation of the pre~sure field than the
corresponding P' equation (4.3.14) in the SIMPLE method.
4.4.3 SIMPLEC
The main approximation of the SIMPLE method is that the terms I anbU' nb and
LanbV'nb can be dropped from the right hand side of equations (4.3.6 and 4.3.7).
However, on the left hand side of equations (4.3.6 and 4.3.7), the terms IanbU'e and
L anbV'n, which are the same order of magnitude as the dropped terms, are retained.
This apparent inconsistency in the assumption of the SIMPLE method forms the basis
for the SIMPLEC (SIMPLE-Consistent) method of Van Doormaal and Raithby [52].
Van Doormaal and Raithby proposed introducing a consistent approximation for
the formation of the velocity correcti<;m equation. They proposed that the terms,
LanbU'e and LanbV'n ,should be subtracted from both sides of equations (4.3.6 and
hand side be dropped. The resulting velocity correction equations have the same form
as equations (4.3.8 and 4.3.9) and can be written as,
U'e =de(P'P-P'E)
V'n =dn(P'P-P'N)
(4.4.9)
(4.4.10)
where the d's are different from equations (4.3.10 and 4.3.11), and can be written as,
(4.4.11)
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(4.4.12)
The SIMPLEC algorithm is almost identical to the SIMPLE algorithm, except for, the d's
in the velocity and pressure-correction equations (4.3.8, 4.3.9, and 4.3.14) are replaced
by the d's from equations (4.4.11 and 4.4.12). The pressure correction is not under-
relaxed so that Up =1.0 for equation (4.4.1).
Van Doormaal and Raithby [52] compared the SIMPLE, SIMPLER, and
SIMPLEC algorithms for steady recirculating flow problems. The results of their study
showed that computational effort (measured in CPU seconds) for the SIMPLEC
algorithm is much less than that for SIMPLE and SIMPLER. Therefore, the SIMPLEC
algorithm is used for numerical computations in present work.
The development of the mathematical models and numerical method for
obtaining the velocity, pressure and temperature for a continuous (liquid) phase and
dispersed (gas) phase have been described. The iterative solution algorithm, including
the SIMPLEC procedure, is provided below for single and two-phase flows.
4.4.3.1 Algorithm for Single-Phase Flows
The algorithm for single-phase flows consists of the following steps:
1. Guess the pressure field, P*.
2. Solve the momentum equations (4.3.1 and 4.3.2) to obtain U* and V*.
3. Solve the pressure-correction equation (4.3.14) with the d's from equations
(4.4.11 and 4.4.12), and update the pressure P =P* + P'.
4. Update the velocities U and V, using the velocity-correction equations
(4.3.12 and 4.3.13) and the d's from equations (4.4.11 and 4.4.12).
5. Solve the temperature equation using the general finite difference equation
(4.2.26).
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6. Solve the k and c equations for turbulent flows using the general finite
difference equation (4.2.26).
7. Update the fluid properties (Le., turbulent viscosity).
8. Repeat steps 2 through 8 until convergence is achieved.
4.4.3.2 Algorithm for Two-Phase Flows
The single-phase liquid flow field solution is assumed as the starting condition for
the two-phase flow solution. Bubble are assumed to enter the pipe at the pipe inlet (Le.,
x =0) and at several radial locations, NPL. The number of radial locations is equal one
half of the number of radial grid points used to model the pipe and are equally spaced
within the pipe. The number of bubble sizes, NPS, is set to 5 with the following
diameters: dp1 =2.0 mm, dp2 =2.5 mm, dp3 =3.0 mm, dp4 =3.5 mm, and dp5 =4.0 mm.
The bubble size distribution is based on Liu and Bankoff [2 and 57]. The bubble
trajectories are calculated based on the mathematical models presented in Chapter 3,
and the source terms are determined. The source terms from the bubble trajectories
modify the Sc and I or Sp terms in equations (4.2.26-4.2.28) for the liquid phase.
Therefore, the effects of the bubbles is directly transmitted to the liquid phase
momentum and turbulent equations. The source terms due to the bubbles are
determined once every ten iterations of the liquid phase calculations since the bubble
field does not change as qUickly as the liquid flow field. A statistically significant large
number of bubble groups based on the two-phase quality is used to assure bubble
random dispersion.
The algorithm for two-phase bubbly flow follows:
1. Guess the pressure field, P*.
2. Solve the momentum equations (4.3.1 and 4.3.2) to obtain U* and V*.
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3. Solve the pressure-correction equation (4.3.14) with the d's from equations
(4.4.11 and 4.4.12), and update the pressure P =P* + P'.
4. Update the velocities U and V, using the velocity-correction equations
(4.3.12 and 4.3.13) and the d's from equations (4.4.11 and 4.4.12).
5. Solve the temperature equation using the general finite difference equation
(4.2.26).
6. Solve the k and 8 equations for turbulent flows using the general finite
difference equation (4.2.26).
7. Update the fluid properties (Le., turbulent viscosity).
-.
8. Repeat steps 2 through 8 until convergence is achieved for single-phase
flows or for ten iterations for two-phase flows.
9. Solve the bubble trajectories using equations (3.3.3, 3.3.10, and 3.3.11).
10. Determine the source terms, Spu, Spv, Spk, and SP&'
11. Repeat step 8, incorporating the source terms from step 10 into the proper
equations.
12. Repeat steps 2 through 11 until convergence is reached.
This chapter provided the numerical equations and algorithms used to represent
the coupled differential equations governing steady bubble two-phase flow presented in
Chapter 3. The results obtained using these equations and algorithms are presented in
the next two chapters for several geometries and flow conditions.
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Chapter 5
BENCHMARKING EFFORT
5.1 Introduction
Before using the present computational algorithm to examine bubbly two-phase
flow through an orifice, the code was benchmarked to both theoretical and experimental
results. The purpose of the benchmarking is to identify any limitations in the models or
numerical method which should be considered in the two-phase flow through the orifice.
The benchmarking effort covered laminar and turbulent single-phase flows through
straight pipes and orifices and turbulent bubbly two-phase flow through straight pipes.
For each step of the benchmarking effort, models for single-phase or two-phase flow
were developed using the methods and equations presented in the earlier chapters.
The numerical computations were performed on a HP9000 Mode/735 Workstation. The
effects of grid dependence were tested, and the results presented are relatively
independent of the grid size used.
The remainder of this chapter compares the numerical results to some
theoretical, experimental, or numerical data in the literature for each step of the
benchmarking process.
5.2 Laminar Single-Phase Pipe Flow
The present code was benchmarked to laminar single-phase flow in a circular
pipe in order to validate that the continuity, momentum, and energy equations were
discretized properly and the laminar boundary conditions were implemented correctly.
Laminar pipe flow was selected for this validation since such flows can be described by
analytical equations. For laminar single-phase flow through a smooth pipe, the Navier-
Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates reduces to,
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Jl(d
2
U+~ dUJ = dP .
dr2 r dr dx
(5.2.1 )
For fUlly developed flow and with the no-slip boundary condition at r =R. The solution of
(5.2.1) gives the well known parabolic velocity distribution for laminar pipe flow,
(5.2.2)
The maximum velocity at the pipe centerline and mean velocities are given by the
following relationships,
U = R
2
(- dP) and
c 4Jl dx '
The pressure drop for laminar flow in a circular pipe is given by,
-2
dP _ f pL U
--- --
dx d 2
(5.2.3)
(5.2.4)
(5.2.5)
.!
where f is the Darcy friction factor which is equal to 64/Re for laminar flow. The above
series of equations represents the Hagen-Poiseuille theory of laminar flow through a
horizontal circular pipe, and can be found in most standard texts on incompressible fluid
flow [e.g., 54].
For fully developed single-phase laminar pipe flow with constant properties, with
viscous dissipation, and constant surface heat flux, the energy equation reduces to,
aT k a(aT) .
u ax = pcpr ar rar .
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(5.2.6)
Solving equation (5.2.6) with the boundary conditions of finite temperature at the pipe
centerline and T(R) =Tw, the temperature profile for the fully developed laminar flow
with constant surface heat flux is [55],
(5.2.7)
The above equation provides the temperature profile given the mean temperature of the
fluid and the inside surface temperature of the pipe. For perfect gases or
incompressible fluids, an energy balance on the pipe provides the mean temperature of
the fluid at any point in the pipe,
(5.2.8)
For laminar flow, the inside sutiace temperature of the pipe can be calculated based on
a second order polynomial, Le.,
(5.2.9)
The Nusselt number can be calculated based on the non-dimensionalized heat flux at
the wall,
8T*
Nu=-
8r * r*=1
T-1 r
where T* = wand r* = R .
Tm - Tw
(5.2.10)
The analytically determined Nusselt number for fully developed laminar pipe flow is 4.36.
Two sets of numerical calculations were performed using the present code. The
purpose of the first set of calculations was to validate the continuity and momentum
equations. The calculations assumed water at 290 K flowing in a circular pipe with a
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radius of 0.0254 meters. The pipe Reynolds number was a 1000. The pipe was
modeled using a 60 x 28 grid (28 in the radial direction). The grid spacing was uniform
in both the axial and radial directions. The mass residual was set to 1E-07. The
numerical calculations were compared with the theoretical equations (5.2.2 - 5.2.5) from
above. The comparisons consist of the radial profile of the mean axial velocity for fully
developed laminar flow, and the friction factor.
The purpose of the second set of calculations was to validate the energy
equation. The assumptions for the second set were identical to the first set with the
exception that the pipe length was increa~ed, the number of grid points in the axial
direction was increased to 300, and a constant surface heat flux was applied. The pipe
length was increased to allow fully developed thermal conditions which for the given pipe
diameter, Reynolds number, and fluid properties occurs at x I D ..., 490. The fluid
-
properties were assumed constant with temperature. The numerical calculations were
compared to the theoretical equations (5.2.7 - 5.2.8) from above. The comparisons
consist of the radial temperature profile for fully developed conditions, the mean fluid
temperature, and the Nusselt number. The radial temperature distribution and mean
fluid temperature were non-dimensionalized using,
T - TminT = " respectively.
Tm,ou! - Tm,in
(5.2.11)
The comparison of the numerical predictions and the theoretical equations are
presented in Figures 5.2-1 through 5.2-5. The numerical predictions are in excellent
agreement with the theoretical results predicted Hagen-Poiseuille theory. Based on the
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agreement between the predictions and Hagen-Poiseuille theory, it was concluded that
the continuity, momentum, and thermal energy equations are properly discretized.
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Radial Profile of Mean Axial Velocity
for Fully Developed Laminar Pipe Flow
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5.3 Laminar Single-Phase Orifice Flow
5.3.1 Introduction
The present code was benchmarked to laminar single~phase orifice pipe flow in
order to validate the orifice model and develop modeling techniques to provide accurate
and stable numerical predictions for orifice flow (e.g., number of axial grid points in the
orifice zone, linear or variable grid spacing in the axial direction, etc.). Comparisons will
be made to both experimental [67 and 68] and numerical results [69] in the literature.
The primary parameters of interest are the flow field (velocity distribution), the re-
attachment length of the primary recirculation zone [68], and the orifice discharge
coefficient [67 and 69].
5.3.2 Orifice Model and Equations
A description of the orifice model is provided first followed by the results. Figure
5.3-1 provides a graphical representation of the orifice model.
a a a a a a a a a a
a a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
..
V
I
R Lo
0 -u.... 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 0
r 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ro 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
--L-----------------c ---------------------L
Figure 5.3-1
Orifice Model
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The orifices for the present work are modeled as a square-edged orifices without a
bevel. The bevel was not modeled due to the fine mesh size which would be required.
The orifice model input consists of the width of the orifice (Lo), the number of axial grid
points in the orifice region, and the ratio of the orifice to pipe radius (13 =ro I R) or beta
ratio. Based on this input, the following is developed:
1) A linearly varying mesh is used in the axial direction. The spacing between
adjacent grid points decreases approaching the orifice and increases past the
orifice. The spacing of the grid points for flow area inside the orifice is bas;ed on
the width of the orifice (Lo) and the number of grid points in the orifice. This
approach was necessary to provide stable numerical solutions, and provides for
detailed modeling of the region where changes in the flow are large.
2) The radial direction is divided into two regions based on the beta ratio. The grid
spacing in both regions is uniform, but not necessarily the same. The spacing
of the grid points was not varied in the radial direction based on sensitivity
studies and the finer mesh used in the radial direction.
The orifice model described above is used for all orifice calculations (Le., laminar,
turbulent, two-phase, etc.).
Based on the above discussion, for the present work all orifices will be modeled
as a square orifice without a bevel. ASME [70] provides guidance for axial placement of
.the orifice to ensure fully developed conditions before the orifice; minimum orifice
thickness to prevent deflection of the orifice, and recommendations when the
downstream face of the orifice should be beveled.
The primary parameter of interest in orifice flow is the discharge coefficient (CD)'
The discharge coefficient (CD) for an orifice is defined as the actual flow rate through the
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orifice divided by the theoretical flow rate. The equation for the discharge coefficient
can be found in many sources [e.g., 70] and follows,
(5.3-1)
where,
Y1 is the expansion factor based on upstream pressure and is equal to about 1.0
for incompressible fluids and gases with small pressure differentials. Fa is the
thermal expansion factor of metals and is equal to about 1.0 for fluid
temperatures near room temperature (or the temperature at which the
experimental data was obtained). The relationships for Y1 and Fa can be
obtained from [70].
With the exception of the pressure drop, the variables in (5.3-1) are fixed by the
geometry and inlet fluid conditions of the problem. Therefore, the calculation of the
pressure drop and the assumed location of the pressure taps is critical for comparisons
to experimental results. There are four common tappings used for orifice flow meters.
1) Corner taps: Taps are located where the orifice plate meets the pipe wall,
2) D & ..!. D: Taps are located at 1 Diameter upstream and..!. Diameter
2 2
downstream from the inlet face of the orifice,
3) Vena Contracta taps: The upstream tap is located 1Diameter upstream of
the inlet face of the orifice. The downstream tap location is a function of /3
and is defined in [70], and
4) Flange taps: Taps are located one inch from the upstream and downstream
faces of the orifice regardless of the pipe diameter.
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The first three types of taps approximate geometric similarity for all pipe sizes.
However, the flange taps (type 4) do not and therefore must be correlated separately for
each pipe size.
5.3.3 Numerical Calculations
The numerical predictions for laminar single-phase orifice pipe flow assumed air
flowing in circular pipe of radius of 0.0254 meters. The length of the pipe and the axial
placement of the concentric orifice within the pipe were varied to satisfy the following
conditions: Prior to the inlet of the orifice the flow is fully developed, and at the outlet of
the pipe the flow is fully developed. As discussed previously, a linearly varying grid is
used in the axial direction, and the grid in the radial direction is divided into two regions
of uniform grid spacing based on the 13 ratio. The dependency of the results on the grid
size is discussed below. The mass residual was set to 1E-07, and comparisons of
present results against experimental and numerical data are discussed below:
5.3.4 Flow Field
Figures 5.3-2, 5.3-3, 5.3-4, and 5.3-5 plot the velocity distribution for laminar
single-phase orifice pipe flow. The plots provide the general characteristics of the
velocity distribution for laminar orifice flow and correspond to a 13 ratio of 0.319 and a
Reynolds number of 81. Figure 5.3-2 provides vector plots of the velocity distribution of
the upstream and downstream regions from the orifice and the region very near the
orifice. Figures 5.3-3 and 5.3-4 plot the normalized mean axial velocity and Figure 5.3-5
plots the normalized radial velocities. The salient points from these figures are
discussed below.
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From plot A of Figure 5.3-2, the velocity distribution upstream of the orifice « -2
x I R) is fully developed laminar pipe flow. At x I R about -1.0, the flow becomes
affected by the orifice plate as the flow begins to turn radially inward. Immediately
upstream of the orifice, the flow rapidly accelerates through the orifice with a large radial
velocity component which contributes to the creation of the vena contracta downstream.
Just downstream of the orifice, the inward component of the velocity distribution
continues until x I R - 0.5 which is the location of the vena contracta. Past x I R about
0.5, the flow spreads radially outward until it reattaches the wall. The large recirculation
zone downstream of the orifice is obvious. The flow returns to fully developed laminar
orifice flow at x I R about 30 (not shown).
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Plot B of Figure 5.3-2 shows the region very near the orifice. From the plot, it is
evident that in addition to the primary recirculation zone downstream of the orifice, a
primary recirculation zone exists upstream of the orifice, and a secondary recirculation
zone exists downstream of the orifice. Both recirculation zones are very small and exist
in the corner between the orifice plate and the pipe wall. These small recirculation
zones are expected and are a result of the change in flow direction as the flow
approaches the orifice.
Figures 5.3-3 and 5.3-4 plot the normalized axial velocity at the pipe centerline at
the orifice. The velocities in Figure 5.3-3 are normalized to the maximum axial velocity
at the vena contracta. The velocities in Figure 5.3-4 are normalized to the axial velocity
at the pipe centerline under fully developed conditions. Both plots show that upstream
of the orifice (x I R > -1.0), the flow is fully developed laminar pipe flow. Figure 5.3-3
shows that the normalized axial velocity, U I Uvc, is equal to 0.14. At x I R about -1.0,
the axial velocity starts to increase as the flow turns radially inward. The axial velocity
continues to increase through the orifice and reaches a maximum at the vena contracta
at x I R about 0.5. Figure 5.3-4 shows that the maximum centerline velocity at the vena
contracta is approximately seven times that of fully developed flow. Both plots show that
from x I R about 0.5 to 30, the axial velocity decreases slowly. Beyond x I R about 30,
the centerline velocity is constant and the flow has returned to fully developed laminar
pipe flow.
Figure 5.3-5 plots the radial profiles of radial velocity at various points along the
pipe from -4.06 ~ x I R ~ 1.06. At x I R equal to -4.06, the flow is fully developed laminar
pipe flow, and the radial velocity is zero. At x I R equal to -0.94, radial velocity shows a
small negative deviation where the flow begins to turn radially inward and corresponds
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with the increase in the axial velocity at the pipe centerline. At x I R equal to -0.20, the
flow shows a large radial dependency as v decreases to -0.15 Uc at r I R about 0.3. As
the flow passes through the orifice, the radial variation of v decreases. At x I R equal to
0.51, the radial variation of v demonstrates positive velocities as the flow spreads out.
At x I R equal to 1.06, the radial variation of v is small, however, the flow does not reach
fully developed conditions until x I R about 30.
5.3.5 Reattchment Length
Figure 5.3-6 provides comparisons of the reattachment length of the primary
recirculation zone for Reynolds numbers from 10 to 150 over the range of [3 from 0.2 to
0.6. The reattachment length is defined as the distance measured from the upstream
face of the orifice to the point where the primary recirculation zone ends (Le., where the
wall shear stress is zero). The reattchment length is provided in dimensionless form as
Lr /0. The numerical results are compared against the measurements compiled by
Zampaglione [68] for a beveled orifice. The comparison shows good agreement for the
larger Reynolds numbers at each of the [3 ratios. However, as the Reynolds number
decreases for each [3 ratio, the difference between the predicted and measured
reattchment length becomes worse. Several areas were examined in order to explain
the behavior and are summarized as follows:
1) Grid Dependencies: Sensitivity studies were performed which varied the
grid layout in the axial, and radial directions including varying the number of
axial grid points in the orifice region. As with the discharge coefficient, the
reattchment length did not vary much for changes in the grid size in the axial
direction or for changes in the number of axial grid points in the orifice
region. In addition, the reattachment length did not vary with changes in the
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grid size in the radial direction which differs from the sensitivity for the
discharge coefficient. Therefore, the differences in reattchment length do
not appear to be due to grid dependence.
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Reattchment Lengths for Laminar
Orifice Flow, Comparison to Zampaglione [68]
2) Numerical Method: As discussed in Chapter 4, the numerical scheme used
is the hybrid scheme discussed by Patankar [4,6]. The largest error for this
scheme occurs for Peclet numbers, Pe, equal to 121. Peclet number can be
calculated for each control volume and can be defined as:
Pe = puilx
r
(5.3-2)
Except for the smallest Reynolds numbers examined (Le., < 9), the Peclet
number for in the flow is much greater than 2. However, in the primary
recirculation zone and near the point of reattchment, the Peclet numbers
approach ±2 due to the small velocities and grid size used in this region.
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Therefore, in order to examine the effects of the numerical scheme,
sensitivity cases were run with the power-law scheme recommended by
Patankar [46]. The power-law scheme provides a very good representation
of the exact solution over the entire range of Peclet numbers. The results of
the sensitivity calculations showed that the reattchment length did decrease
for the power-law scheme, however, the decrease was small compared to
the difference between the predicted and measured data. Therefore, the
differences in reattchment length do not appear to be related to the
numerical scheme used.
3) Mass residual: Sensitivity studies were performed which changed the mass
residual to 1E-08. The results of these cases showed no change in the
reattchment length. Thus, the mass residual used appears to be small
enough.
4) The differences are attributable to the differences in the geometries in
question. Zampaglione [68] used a beveled-edge orifice whereas the
present computation are for a square-edged orifice. As anticipated, the
reattachment lengths are slightly longer for the square-edged orifices.
Based on the above sensitivity studies, numerics can be ruled out as the cause
of the behavior of the reattchment length as a function of Reynolds number. However,
since the comparisons of the reattchment length and discharge coefficient improve as
Reynolds number increases and since the larger Re flows are closer to the region of
interest for the present work, the orifice model developed for laminar flow is probably
acceptable.
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5.3.6 Discharge Coefficient
Figure 5.3-7 provides comparisons of the discharge coefficient for Reynolds
numbers of 60, 100, and 500 over the range of Pfrom 0.3 to 0.8. The numerical results
are compared against the measurements compiled by Tuve [67] for a half-beveled
orifice and the numerical results of Nigro [69] for a square-edged orifice similar to the
one in the present work. The comparisons show acceptable agreement (maximum error
~ 10 percent) with previous works. In general, as the R.eynolds number increases or p
ratio increases, the agreement with the previous works improves. The present
predictions showed a small dependency for the discharge coefficient on the number of
axial grid points in the pipe and orifice region. However, the predictions revealed a
larger dependency on the number of radial grid points, and in particular the number of
radial grid points between the tip of the orifice and the pipe wall. The numerical results
presented take these effects into consideration.
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5.4 Turbulent Single-Phase Pipe Flow
5.4.1 Introduction
The present computer program was used to predict turbulent single-phase pipe
flow to validate that the equations for turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation
(equations 3.4.1 and 3.4.2) were discretized properly. Turbulent pipe flow and heat
transfer was selected for this validation due to the large body of available experimental
data [e.g., 45, 53, 56, and 57]. The primary parameters of interest are; the radial
distributions of axial velocity, turbulent intensity, and temperature, the pressure drop,
and heat transfer.
The numerical predictions for turbulent single-phase pipe flow assumed water at
280 K flowing in a circular pipe of length 4 meters and radius of 0.0254 meters. The
pipe was modeled using a 80 x 28 grid (28 in the radial direction). The grid was uniform
in the axial and radial directions. However, the radial grid point next to the pipe wall was
located such that it fell within the "law of the wall" region (Le., 30 ~ y+ ~ 50).
Convergence criteria for the mass residual was set to 1E-07. The computed results
were compared against experimental results and are discussed below.
5.4.2 Flow Field
Figures 5.4-1 through 5.4-5 provide comparisons of the radial distributions of
relative axial velocity and turbulent intensity for fully developed turbulent pipe flow (Le.,
xlD =40) over the range of Reynolds number from 17,000 to 50,000. The numerical
results are compared against the measurements of Neti and Colella [53], Liu and
Bankoff [57], Wang, et al. [45], and Laufer [56]. The comparison of the axial velocity
profile shows good agreement between the present calculation and experimental
results. However, the comparison of the relative axial turbulent intensities shows that
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the present calculation under predicts the experimental results for r / R > 0.5. This
under prediction is probably due to the k-e model used in this work. The k-e model is
valid for high-Reynolds-number flows, and therefore, is not performing as well in the
near wall region. Therefore, for the present work, wall functions are used based on
Launder and Spalding [58] which assume Couette flow and local equilibrium of
turbulence. Several different approaches have been used to correct the deficiencies of
the wall function approach. One approach is to develop a low-Reynolds number variant
of the k-e model using extra terms in the k and etransport equations [e.g., 59 and 60].
However, these models require a very fine mesh near the wall and fail to yield the near-
wall asymptotic behavior present in the exact equations. Recent near-wall studies
remedied some of these drawbacks, and provide better asymptotic near-wall behavior
[e.g., 61 and 62]. For the present work, the wall functions from Launder and Spalding
[58] will be used.
Figure 5.4-6 provides a comparison of the single-phase friction factor. The
numerical results are compared to the friction factor determined by Blasius for smooth
pipes,
f = 0.3164(Refo.25 4,000 <Re <100,000 . (5.4.1)
The friction factor for the present calculations is determined from,
(5.4.2)
From Figure 5.4-6, the comparison of the friction factor shows excellent agreement
between the present calculation and Blasius' formula which is consistent with the good
agreement between the numerical and experimental velocity profiles from Figures 5.4-1
through 5.4-5.
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5.4.3 Heat Transfer
Figures 5.4-7 through 5.4-15 provide comparisons of the radial distributions of
temperature, axial variations of mean fluid temperature, and axial variation of Nusselt
number for fully developed turbulent pipe flow over the range of Reynolds number from
17,000 to 50,000. The temperature distributions are based on the discretized energy
equation (3.2.22) and a turbul~nt Prandtl number of 0.9 [28]. All of the numerical
predictions assume a constant heat flux boundary condition, constant fluid properties,
and uniform fluid temperature at the inlet. The inlet velocity distribution is approximately
fully developed. The calculation of the wall temperature is based on the wall function
discussed by Gosman and Pun [26]:
q" [1 ]Tw = ~.j-1 + 5 0.5 -In(Ey+) + P
c (e 0.5e 0.5k) KpP Jl D
where
1/2 ( ~(J -114p = Tt/4 A cr h -1 crh
Sin(lt/4/J "h,t "h,t
and A is the van Driest constant and is equal to 26.0.
(5.4.3)
The above procedure for the calculation of the wall temperature differs from that for
laminar flow. From (5.2.9), the wall temperature for laminar flow is calculated based on
a second order polynomial. For turbulent flow, the use of a polynomial to calculate wall
temperature severely overestimates the wall temperature due to the large temperature
gradient near the wall.
The numerical predictions for the radial distribution of temperature (Figures 5.4-7
through 5.4-9) are compared against the measurements of Johnk [63]. Johnk's
experiments applied a uniform wall heat flux to a 3.084 inch diameter vertical pipe with
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air as the working fluid. The temperature differential between the pipe wall and the
centerline was small so that constant fluid properties could be assumed. The
comparisons are based o"il a non-dimensionalized temperature,
(5.4.4)
where Tc is the temperature at the centerline of the pipe.
The comparisons show that the present calculations reasonably predict the experimental
data, however, the present calculation overestimates the temperature gradient. This
over prediction is probably due to the assumption of constant turbulent Prandtl number,
and the use of a wall function to predict the wall temperature. Sommer [64] provides a
discussion on some of the recent work regarding the assumption of constant turbulent
Prandtl number. As per Sommer, the turbulent Prandtl number is not constant and
increases towards a wall. The value near the wall has been determined to be
approximately 1.1 which exceeds the 0.9 used in this work. Figure 5.4-8 demonstrates
the effect of the turbulent Prandtl number. The figure contains numerical results for
turbulent Prandtl numbers of 0.9 and 1.1. The figure shows that a turbulent Prandtl
number of 1.1 provides a better representation of Johnk's experimental data. However,
for the present work, the turbulent Prandtl number is set to 0.9.
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The numerical predictions for the axial variation of mean fluid temperature and
Nusselt number are provided in Figures 5.4-10 through 5.4-15. The numerical
predictions of mean fluid temperature are compared against the calculated mean fluid
temperature using equation (5.2.8). The predicted and calculated temperatures are
non-dimensionalized using equation (5.2.11). The figures show that the predicted
temperature is less than the calculated temperature by about 5 to 10 percent, and that
the comparison improves as Reynolds number increases. The numerical predictions for
Nusselt number are compared against the well known Dittus-Boelter equation [65] for
fully developed turbulent pipe flow:
Nuo =0.023 Reo4/5 Pr°.4 (5.4.5)
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The comparisons show that the predicted Nusselt number is approximately 15 percent
larger than that predicted by the Dittus-Boelter equation. Since the numerical
predictions for the Nusselt number are larger than that calculated by the Dittus-Boelter
equation, the numerical predictions for the wall temperature are smaller than those
calculated using the heat transfer coefficient based on (5.4.5). Recently, Babus'haq [66]
performed heat transfer experiments for turbulent pipe flow using air as the working
fluid. A uniform heat flux was used, and a variety of entrance configurations to the heat
transfer pipe were studied. For the condition of uniform temperature at the inlet of the
heat transfer pipe, Babus'haq developed the following equation for the Nusselt number
for fully developed pipe flow:
NUD= 0.0228 ReD0.81 PrOA (5.4.6)
Figure 5.4.13 provides a comparison of the predicted Nusselt number to that based on
Babus'haq's correlation. The comparison shows that the predicted Nusselt number
agrees very well with Babus'haq's correlation.
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5.5 Turbulent Single-Phase Orifice Flow
5.5.1 Introduction
The present computer program and methods were benchmarked to turbulent
single-phase orifice pipe flow in order to validate the turbulent k-E model for recirculating
flows and to ensure that the orifice model developed for laminar flow is acceptable for
turbulent conditions. Comparisons are be made to both experimental [70, 71, and 72]
and numerical results [73]. As for laminar orifice flow, the primary parameters of interest
are the flow field, heat transfer, re-attachment length of the primary recirculation zone,
and orifice discharge coefficient and pressure drop. Parameters describing the
turbulence distributions (including the distribution of turbulent intensities and turbulent
kinetic energy) are also of interest.
Some of the most recent experimental work on turbulent single-phase orifice flow
has been performed by DeOtte, et al. [71] and Morrison, et al. [73]. Their work has
included numerical predictions of the orifice discharge coefficient and pressure drop and
experimental measurements of the velocity distributions, re-attachment length of the
primary recirculation zone as well as turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent intensities.
Krall and Sparrow [72] performed heat transfer measurements for turbulent single-
phase orifice flow, and deduced the re-attachment length based on those
measurements. Additional comparisons of the orifice discharge coefficient will be made
against the data from ASME [70].
5.5.2 Numerical Calculations
The numerical predictions for turbulent orifice flow uses the same orifice model
developed for laminar orifice flow. The discretization model used a linear varying grid
size in the axial direction, and the grid in the radial direction is divided into two regions
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based on the ~ ratio. The length of the pipe.and the axial placement of the orifice within
the pipe were varied to ensure fully developed conditions (both thermal and hydraulic)
before the orifice and at the outlet of the pipe. The numerical predictions use a circular
pipe of 0.0254 meters, a square edged orifice, and assume constant properties for the
working fluid. The convergence criteria used for the mass residual was increased to
1E-06 to allow for faster run times. Thus, the total inhomogeneity for the whole domain
in the continuity equation is under 10-4 percent. Sensitivity studies verified that the
increased residual did not significantly affect the numerical results.
The sensitivity of the numerical results to grid size exhibited different
dependencies than that found for laminar orifice flow. For laminar orifice flow, the
numerical calculations for pressure drop exhibited a small dependency on the number of
axial grid points used overall and within the orifice region. However, for turbulent orifice
flow, the numerical calculations for pressure drop exhibit a significant dependency on
the number of axial grid points used overall, especially within the orifice region. In
addition, smaller ~ ratios require more grid points for accurate modeling due to the
increased effects of separation. The sensitivity of the numerical results of turbulent
orifice flow to the number of radial grid points was less pronounced than that for laminar
orifice flow.. The grid point closest to the wall deserves some attention. As for turbulent
single-phase pipe flow, the grid point next to the wall (either pipe or orifice) was located
such that it fell within the "law of the wall" region (i.e., 30 ~ x+ ~ 50). For the turbulent
orifice flow calculations, this is the case far from the orifice. However, for grid points
which lie along the orifice face (both upstream and downstream), the points are typically
located within the laminar sublayer (i.e., x+ ~ 11). This is an outcome of the large
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number of axial grid points which are required to accurately model the region near the
orifice, and the low velocities in the corner between the orifice and the pipe wall.
5.5.3 Flow Field
DeOtte, et al. [71] performed detailed measurements of the flow field near an
orifice plat using 3-D Laser Doppler Anemometry. The data was obtained for turbulent
pipe flow at a Reynolds number of 54,700 and a 13 equal to 0.50, and used air as the
working fluid. The orifice was constructed according to ASME standards (See Section
5.3 and [70]). Their results include a vector plot of velocity distribution, centerline
velocity, and contour plots of turbulent kinetic energy and turbulence intensities. The
comparison of experimental and numerical results follows.
Velocity Distribution
Figure 5.5-1 provides a vector plot of the velocity distribution of the upstream
and downstream regions form the orifice and the region very near the orifice. From plot
A, far downstream, the flow can be described as fully developed turbulent pipe flow. At
x I R - -1.2, the flow is first affected by the orifice plate, as the flow begins to accelerate
along the centerline and the radial flow begins to turn inward (i.e., toward the pipe
centerline). The flow continues to accelerate as it passes through the orifice reaching a
maximum velocity of 80.0 m/s (compared to a mean inlet velocity of 14.1 m/s) at the
vena contracta which occurs at x I R - 1.0. Beyond the vena contracta, the flow
spreads radially outward until it reattaches to the wall at x I R - 4.5. The downstream
recirculation zone is very obvious. The flow returns to fully developed turbulent pipe
flow by x I R - 9.0.
Plot B of Figure 5.5-1 shows the region very near the orifice. From the plot, a
very small primary recirculation zone exists upstream of the orifice. However, no
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secondary recirculation zone on the downstream side of the orifice is not present. This
is in conflict with the data present by DeOtte (and unlike the laminar results presented
earlier). However, it should be noted that other numerical studies for turbulent orifice
flow (e.g., Mittal and Sharma [74] and Patel and Sheikholeslami [75]) also fail to predict
the downstream secondary recirculation zone.
Table 5.5-1 provides a comparison of the key results from Figure 5.5-1 to the
experimental results.
Table 5.5-1
Comparison of Velocity Distribution to Results
From DeOtte, et al. [71]
Parameter DeOtte, et al.
Re 54,700
~ 0.50
Mean Centerline Velocity 14.5 m/s
Maximum Axial Velocity 81.9 m/s
Flow First Affected By Orifice x/R=-1.1
Location of Vena Contracta x I R =1.0
Reattchment Length 4.5 ~ x I R ~ 5.0
Present
54,700
0.50
16.5 m/s
80.0 m/s
x/R--1.2
x I R -1.0
x I R - 4.5
The comparison of data in Table 5.5-1 shows that the numerical predictions using the
described orifice model are in good agreement with DeOtte's experimental results
related to the velocity distribution.
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Centerline Velocity
Figures 5.5-2 and 5.5-3 provide a comparison of the normalized axial velocity at
the pipe centerline between DeOtte's experimental data [71] and the present numerical
predictions. The velocities in Figure 5.5-2 are normalized to the maximum axial velocity
at the vena contracta. The velocities in Figure 5.5-3 are normalized to the axial velocity
at the pipe centerline under fully developed conditions. Both the experimental and .
numerical results show that the orifice first influences the flow at x I R .... -1.0, the vena
contracta occurs at x I R .... 1.0, and the flow returns to fully developed flow at x I R .... 9.0.
Figure 5.5-2 shows that there is a small difference in the experimental and numerical
data just past the vena contracta at x I R .... 2.5. At this point, the numerical predictions
show that flow decreases more rapidly than the experimental data. However, the
difference is less than five percent and by x I R .... 3.0, the experimental and numerical
results are again in close agreement. Figure 5.5-3 shows that the maximum centerline
velocity at the vena contracta is approximately 4.8 times that of fully developed flow.
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Contour Plots of Turbulent Intensities and Turbulent Kinetic Energy
Figures 5.5-4 and 5.5-5 provide contour plots of the non-dimensional axial and
radial turbulent intensities and the turbulent kinetic energy for the experimental and
present numerical predictions, respectively. The data is non-dimensionalized based on
the maximum axial velocity at the vena contracta. The figures show good qualitative
similarity between the experimental and numerical results. The turbulent intensities and
turbulent kinetic energy are small as the flow accelerates through the orifice. However,
after the vena contracta, the turbulent intensities and kinetic energy begin to increase as
the flow decelerates which provides the necessary velocity gradients and momentum
exchange for turbulence production. The most rapid increase in turbulence intensity
and kinetic energy occurs in the shear layer near the edge of the orifice.
A comparison of the numerical data between the figures shows that the
numerical predictions for the peak axial turbulence intensity and kinetic energy are
slightly less (Le., about eight percent deviation) than the experimental data. However,
the numerical predictions for the peak radial turbulent intensity are slightly larger (Le.,
about seven percent) than the experimental data. Table 5:5-2 summarizes these
results:
Table 5.5-2
Comparison of Turbulent Intensities and Kinetic Energy to Results
From DeOtle, et al. [71]
Parameter
Maximum Axial Turbulence Intensity
Maximum Radial Turbulence Intensity
Maximum Turbulence Kinetic Energy
DeOtte, et al.
20%
17%
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The comparisons in Figures 5.5-4 and 5.5-5 and Table 5.5-2 show that the numerical
predictions using the orifice model described provide good agreement with DeOtte's
experimental results relating to turbulence intensities and kinetic energy.
5.5.4 Heat Transfer
Krall and Sparrow [72] performed heat transfer measurements for turbulent
orifice flow. Their experiment used constant wall heat flux by passing an electric current
through a stainless steel tube. Temperatures were measured at the pipe wall and the
inlet and outlet of the pipe. The working fluid was water with an inlet temperature of
60° C. The wall-to-bulk temperature difference was kept small so that constant
properties could be assumed. The experiments were performed over the range of 13
ratios of 0.25 to 0.667 and Reynolds numbers from 10,000 to 130,000. The orifices
were fabricated in accordance with ASME standards (See Section 5.3 and [70]). Krall
and Sparrow plotted the ratio of the local Nusselt number to the Nusselt number for fully
developed pipe flow as a function of position past the orifice.
Figures 5.5-6 through 5.5-8 provide a comparison of Krall and Sparrow's
experimental data with the present numerical predictions. From Figures 5.5-6 through
5.5-8 the following observations can be made:
a) In general, the experimental and predicted results show that the heat
transfer following the orifice is larger than that for fully developed turbulent
pipe flow. However, the numerical calculations predict peak heat transfers
which are much less than the experimental values. In addition, the
experimental data shows that the peak heat transfer is a function of
Reynolds number with heat transfer increasing as Reynolds number
decreases. However, the numerical predictions do not show a significant
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Reynolds number dependence. A possible explanation for these
discrepancies is the wall function used to calculate the wall temperature
(5.4.3). As discussed in Section 5.4, the use of wall functions may not be
appropriate under the recirculating flow conditions encountered here.
b) The figures also show that the numerical calculations accurately predict the
axial location of the peak heat transfer, and that the location of the peak
heat transfer does not vary appreciably with Reynolds number. Krall and
Sparrow theorized that the location of peak heat transfer corresponds to the
location of flow reattchment similar to the experimental results for external
flows. A discussion of reattchment length is provided in the next section.
Based on above, the numerical method can be used to predict general trends the peak
heat transfer for recirculating flow. However, the current method may not be suitable for
the prediction of the magnitude of heat transfer for these types of flows.
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5.5.5 Reattchment Length
The reattchment length is defined as the distance measured from the upstream
face of the orifice to the point where the primary recirculation zone ends (i.e., where the
wall shear stress is zero). Figure 5.5-9 provides comparisons of the reattchment length
I
over the range of ~ ratios from 0.25 to 0.667. The reattchment length is provided in
dimensionless form as Lr I R. Two sets of numerical results are provided in the figure.
The first set (referred to as Present - U), gives the reattchment length is based on the
point where the wall shear stress is zero. The second set (referred to as Present - Nu),
defines reattchment length is based on the point of largest heat transfer (from Section
5.5.4). Results of present computations are compared against the measurements
compiled by Krall and Sparrow [72] and DeOtte, et aI., [71].
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For Figure 5.5-9, the following observations are made.
a) As discussed in Section 5.5.4, the numerical predictions for the reattchment
length based on heat transfer agree very well with Krall and Sparrow's data
[72], and are not a function of Reynolds number.
b) The numerical predictions for the reattchment length based on the point
where wall shear stress is zero (Le., the definition of the reattchment length)
are larger than those based on heat transfer. However, these predictions
agree well with the experimental data point from DeOtte, et al. [71]. As with
heat transfer data, the point of reattchment was not a strong function of
Reynolds number.
Based on the above observations, contrary to Krall and Sparrow's hypothesis, the point
of reattchment does not appear to correspond to the point of peak heat transfer.
5.5.6 Discharge Coefficient
Discharge coefficient comparisons are made to the experimental and numerical
results presented by Morrison, et al. [73], and the experimental results compiled by
ASME [70]. The data here is for pressure tap locations at D and .1. D .
2
Morrison, et al. [73] presented experimental and predicted values of discharge
coefficient at two specific conditions. The working fluid for the experiments was air
flowing in a pipe of 0.0254 meters in radius. The orifice, constructed according to ASME
standards (see Section 5.3 and [70]), had a beveled-edge compared to the square-
edged orifices emulated here. Their numerical predications were based on and were a
result of Creare.x Inc.'s FLUENT numerical analysis program. Table 5.5-3 summarizes
the discharge coefficients.
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Table 5.5-3
Comparison of Orifice Discharge Coefficients
with Results From Morrison, et al. [73]
Conditions
Re =18,400
~ = 0.50
Re = 91,000
~ =0.75
Morrison, et al.
Experimental
0.671
0.681
Morrison, et al.
Numerical
0.690
0.696
Present
0.689
0.718
Table 5.5-3 shows that both the numerical9alculations (Morrison and present numerical
calculations) over predict the measured discharge coefficient.
Figure 5.5-10 provides comparisons of the discharge coefficient for Reynolds
numbers over the range from 10,000 to 70,000 and ~ ratios from 0.333 to 0.667. The
numerical results are compared against the measurements compiled by ASME [70].
The orifices in the database were constructed according to ASME standards. The
comparisons show that the present results over predict the experimental discharge
coefficient by between 7 and 20 percent with the error increasing as the ~ ratio
decreases. In addition, for a given ~ ratio, the experimental discharge coefficient
decreases slightly (about five percent) over the Reynolds number range 10,000 to
75,000. However, the numerical results show that the discharge coefficient increases
slightly (about five percent) over the same Reynolds number range. One possible
explanation for the difference between the experimental and predicted discharge
coefficients is the modeling of the orifice. The current orifice model used a linearly
varying gird size in the axial direction with up to 70 axial grid points within the orifice,
and a constant grid size in the radial direction. Perhaps an orifice model with an
exponential variation of grid size in the radial direction or a varying grid size in the radial
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direction might provide for a more detailed model of the orifice region where rapid
changes in the flow field take place. For the current two-phase flow work, the orifice
model described in Section 5.3 will be used.
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5.6 Turbulent Two-Phase Pipe Flow
5.6.1 Introduction
The present computational algorithm was used to predict turbulent two-phase
bubbly pipe flow in order to validate the equations of motion for the bubbles and the
source terms added to the governing equations for the liquid. The numerical predictions
are compared to the experimental data of Liu and Bankoff [2 and 57], Wang, et al. [45],
Neti and Colella [53], and Sato, et al. [12]. The primary parameters of interest are; the
radial distributions of axial velocity, turbulent intensity, and void fraction, the pressure
drop, and heat transfer.
Unlike single-phase flow, bubbly two-phase flow experiments and numerical
predictions are significantly influenced by flow geometry. In addition to the obvious
changes introduced by the orientation of the pipe, differences can result due to changes
in bubble size and bubble distributions at the pipe inlet. As noted in Chapter 3, changes
in the bubble size will affect the bubble trajectory mainly through the drag and lift forces.
Changes in the bubble trajectories will, in turn, affect the liquid flow field including the
velocity and turbulence distributions. Therefore, when comparing data from different
sources, consideration should be given to the various flow geometries and their impact
on any discrepancies.
The present numerical predictions model the flow geometry of Liu and Bankoff
[2 and 57]. Liu and Bankoff performed experimental measurements of bubbly two-
phase flow in a vertical pipe with a diameter of 0.038 meters. The bubble diameters
ranged from 2 to 4 mm. For such a flow, the pipe has been modeled using a 120 x 22
grid (22 in the radial direction). The grid was uniform in the axial and radial directions.
However, the radial grid point next to the pipe wall was located such that it fell within the
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"law of the wall" region (Le., 30 $; l $; 50). The convergence criteria for the mass
residual was set to 1E-07. The predicted radial distributions of axial velocity, turbulent
intensity and void fraction at a LID of 40 are discussed below.
5.6.2 Flow Field
Figures 5.6-1 through 5.6-5 provide comparisons of the radial distributions of
mean axial velocity and turbulent intensity for bubbly two-phase flow over the range of
Reynolds number from 14,000 to 44,000 and qualities from 3 to 18 x 10-5. The
numerical results are compared against the measurements of Neti and Colella [53], Liu
and Bankoff [57], and Wang, et al. [45]. The comparisons show acceptable agreement
between the present calculation and experimental results. As expected, the introduction
of the bubbles tends to flatten the radial distributions of axial velocity as the bubbles
migrate toward the wall. In addition, the turbulent intensity increases and is more
uniform across the pipe due to increased mixing. Some differences between the
predictions and experimental results are explained beJow.
In general, the predicted velocities are less than the experimental results in the
region close to the wall (r I R > 0.5). As bubbles are added to a liquid flowing in a pipe,
they tend to migrate toward the wall due to Saffman's lift force. This migration leads to
void distributions which are peaked near the wall (Figures 5.6-7 and 5.6-8) which has
been observed by many authors [25, 45, 53, and 2]. Since the bubbles are moving
faster than the liquid, they add momentum to the fluid near the wall which increases the
fluid velocity near the Vitali and flattens the radial distribution. Therefore, the
discrepancies in the velocity distribution near the wall is a result of an under prediction of
the momentum transfer between the bubbles and the liquid. Numerically, the transfer of
momentum between the bubbles and the liquid is treated as a source term in the liquid
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momentum equations (3.2.20 and 3.2.21). The magnitude of the source term influences
both the momentum transfer and pipe pressure drop. Initial calculations indicated that
the source terms predicted by equations (3.5.3 and 3.5.4) over predicted the pipe
pressure drop. Therefore, the size of the source terms was reduced to bring the
pressure drop in line with experimental results. However, the reduction in the source
term also reduced the momentum transfer between the bubbles and the liquid, and led
to the subsequent reduction of the liquid velocity near the wall. It should be noted that
the bubble source terms (3.5.3 and 3.5.4) are dependent on bubble size through drag
and therefore, differences in bubble size will influence the amount of momentum
transfer for the same two-phase quality at the pipe inlet.
In general, as quality increases the predicted turbulence intensity in the center of
the pipe is larger than the experimental results. The over prediction of turbulence
intensity is partially due to the under prediction of the velocity profile near the wall. From
equation (3.4.1), an increase in the radial gradient of the axial velocity distribution will
increase the production of turbulent energy. Therefore, since the predicted radial
gradient of axial velocity is greater than the experimental results, the predicted turbulent
intensity tends to be greater than the experimental data.
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Figure 5.6-6 provides a comparison of the two-phase friction multiplier, et>2. The
multiplier is applied to the single-phase frictional pressure drop to obtain the two-phase
frictional pressure drop,
dP = cp2 dP .
dx lp dx
(5.6.1)
The numerical results are compared to both the two-phase friction factor of Lockhart
and Martinelli [76] and the homogeneous two-phase friction factor (equation 3.4.8).
Results are plotted as a function of the Martinelli flow parameter, X, as presented by
Chisholm and Laird [77],
( J
O.875( JO.125( JO.5
x= G1 ~ .!:.E..
Gp IIp PI
(5.6.2)
where X increases as two-phase quality decreases. The comparison shows that the
predicted change in the two-phase multiplier as a function of quality is slightly larger
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than either t~e Lockhart-Martinelli or homogenous multipliers. The larger slope for the
predicted multiplier is an indication of a problem in either the velocity boundary
conditions at the wall or the bubble source terms in the momentum equations. At the
wall, the velocity and shear are based on the wall function from equation (3.6.2). Two-
phase effects are introduced through a modification to the mixing length (equation
3.4.6). The change in the mixing length will increase the shear stress at the wall, and
increase the two-phase multiplier. The bubble source terms in the momentum
equations affect the pressure drop since the addition of the bubble source terms is
partially offset by changes in the pressure. Thus, the source terms added from bubble
equations (3.5.3 and 3.5.4) will also increase the pressure drop. Therefore, for the
bubbly flows examined, changes to either or both the boundary conditions and bubble
source terms may be required to provide a better prediction of the two-phase multiplier.
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Figure 5.6-6
Two-Phase Friction Multiplier, Comparison to Lockhart, et al. [76]
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Figures 5.6-7 and 5.6-8 provide a comparison of the radial distribution of the void
fraction, a. For the present calculations, the void fraction for a particular control volume
is calculated as,
1 NPLNPSNPGm .(d .)~t
a=-.LLL .pi PI
~V i=1 j=1 k=1 Pp
An accurate estimation of the void fraction distribution is necessary since it is
(5.6.3)
proportional to the size of the bubble source terms added to the governing equations for
the liquid. Therefore, poor predictions of the void fraction distribution can affect the
velocity and turbulent kinetic energy distributions within the pipe. The numerical results
are compared against the measurements of Wang et al. [45]. The "wavy" distribution for
the predicted void fraction is due to the discrete nature of the bubbles and the finite
number of bubbles counted for each control volume. The present computations
involved the simulation of about 3,000 number of bubbles. This number was determined
based on the amount of CPU time available. A larger number of bubbles would have a
smoother void distribution. The comparisons show good agreement between the
present calculations and the experimental results. As expected, the void fraction is flat in
the center of the pipe and shows a pronounced peak near the wall. Void fractions near
the wall could be as much as 3 to 4 times the mean value. The peak in void fraction
near the wall is due to the Saffman lift force which is a result of velocity gradients in the
flow as discussed in Section 3.3.5. For the present calculations, a correction to the
Saffman force developed by Mei and Klausner [37] was used. Initial calculations
demonstrated that the lift force from this correction was too large with void fractions near
the wall being over predicted. Therefore, the lift force predicted by Mei, and Klausner's
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work was reduced. The amount of the reduction is influenced by the bubble size and
the initial distribution of the bubbles at the pipe inlet.
5.6.3 Heat Transfer
Figures 5.6-9 through 5.6-11 provide comparisons of the radial distributions of
temperature and ratios of the two-phase to single-phase Nusselt numbers for pipe flow.
As discussed previously, the introduction of bubbles increases the mixing within the
pipe. The increased mixing increases the turbulence and flattens the radial distribution
of axial velocity. In addition, the increased mixing also flattens the radial temperature
distribution. Figure 5.6-9 shows the effect of an increase in quality on the temperature
distribution (non-dimensional temperature defined in equation (5.4.4)) for the present
calculations at a Reynolds number of 33,000. As expected, increased turbulence leads
to a more uniform radial temperature distribution. Also, the increased turbulence results
in a smaller wall temperature and hence increased heat transfer. Figures 5.6-10 and
5.6-11 plot the ratio of two-phase to single-phase Nusselt number over a range of
Reynolds numbers and qualities. The numerical results are compared to the
measurements reported by Sato, et al. [12] and Chen and Tuzla [11]. Sato [12]
developed a theoretical model to predict heat transfer in a two-phase air-water bubbly
flow, and compared the results to the experimental data of Sekoguchi, et al. [80] and
Hinata [81]. The experimental data as reported by Sato [12] covers a Reynolds number
range from 13,000 to 100,000 and a two-phase quality range from 4 x 10-5 to 43 x 10-5.
Chen and Tuzla's [11] experimental data was obtained at a Reynolds number of 10,000
and a two-phase quality range of 0.001 to 0.15. The comparisons show that for small
qualities (Le., < 20 x 10-5) and large Reynolds numbers (> 33,000), the numerical data
agrees well with the measured data. However, the numerical results at a Reynolds .
number of 20,000 over predicts the measured data especially as quality increases.
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The over prediction is due to a combination of factors. First, as discussed
previously, the turbulent kinetic energy tends to be over predicted as quality increases.
From Section 5.4.3, the calculation of the wall temperature (and hence Nusselt number)
is based on the wall function by Gosman and Pun [26] and is given by equation (5.4.3).
From equation (5.4.3) an increase in turbulent kinetic energy will lead to a decrease in
wall temperature and an increase in Nusselt number. Secondly, the single-phase
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Nusselt number is a function of the Reynolds number as described by the Dittus-Boelter
[65] or Babus'haq's [66] relationships where the Nusselt number decreases as Reynolds
number decreases. Therefore, for the same over prediction in turbulent kinetic energy,
smaller Reynolds numbers would show larger over predictions in the ratio of two-phase
to single-phase Nusselt numbers.
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Another feature of Figures 5.6-10 and 5.6-11 is that the numerical predictions
show that at qualities < 4 x 10-5, the two-phase Nusselt number is less than the single-
phase Nusselt number. This is a result of the two-phase turbulent kinetic energy at
these qualities being slightly less than the single-phase turbulent kinetic energy. Liu and
Bankoff [57] showed that for small qualities the turbulent kinetic energy is initially
suppressed. One theory for this phenomenon is that the energy-absorbing
characteristic of the bubble,s exceeds the additional turbulence production due to the
bubbles at very low qualities.
Finally, from Figure 5.6-11, the it appears that the numerical predictions at all
Reynolds numbers will exceed the measured data as two-phase quality increases
beyond 20 x 10.5. As discussed above, this is a result of the over prediction in turbulent
kinetic energy as quality increases. However, this is acceptable since the region of
interest for the present work is qualities under 20 x 10.5.
This concludes the verification of the present computational algorithm for a broad
range of pipe flow conditions from single-phase laminar flow to turbulent two-phase
bubbly flow. The results show that the mathematical models, numerical methods, and
orifice model developed here (in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, respectively), provide reasonable
comparisons with the available theoretical, experimental and numerical data. The next
chapter extends the methods and models benchmarked in this chapter to two-phase
bubbly flow in a vertical pipe with an orifice flow meter.
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Chapter 6
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Introduction
The results presented in the previous chapter validated the computational
procedures for a variety of pipe flow problems and verified the accuracy of the -
mathematical models, numerical methods, and orifice model developed in Chapters 3, 4
and 5, respectively. The results from the previous chapter demonstrate that the present
code provides reasonable predictions of the flow field for the various conditions studied.
This chapter extends the methods and models benchmarked in Chapter 5 to bubbly two-
phase vertical pipe flow through an orifice. For the flow through an orifice, the primary
parameters of interest are the flow fif?ld including the distribution of velocity, void
fraction, and turbulent intensity. Heat transfer, re-attachment length of the primary
recirculation zone, and the orifice pressure drop are also examined. In addition, the
two-phase results are compared to single-phase orifice results.
The numerical results will be compared to the experimental results provided by
Lewis and Davidson [20] and Salcudean, et al. [21]. Both works examined the pressure
drop through an orifice for bubbly vertical up-flow, and compared the experimental
results to empirical correlations. In addition, Lewis and Davidson obtained photographs
of the flow field in the orifice region and made some general observations regarding the
flow. However, neither work presents detailed measurements of the flow field near the
orifice.
6.2 Numerical Calculations
The numerical calculations for bubbly two-phase up-flow through an orifice
assumed a circular pipe of constant cross sectional area aligned in the vertical direction.
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The pipe size and bubble diameter used for the numerical predictions are identical to
those used in Chapter 5 for two-phase pipe flow. The pipe diameter is 0.038 meters,
and the bubble diameters range from 2 to 4 mm. A square-edged orifice (without a
bevel) is modeled similar to the way it was modeled for single-phase laminar and
turbulent flow. The orifice discretization consists of a linearly varying grid in the axial
direction, and the grid in the radial direction is divided into two regions based on the ~
ratio. The length of the pipe and the axial placement of the orifice within the pipe were
varied to ensure fully developed conditions (both thermal and hydraulic) before the
orifice and at the outlet of the pipe aft~r the orifice. The predictions assume constant
properties for the working fl~id. Convergence criterion for the mass residual was set to
1E-06, same as used for the single-phase orifice flow.
The pipe was modeled with a 300 x 36 grid (36 in the radial direction), and with
10 grid points in the axial direction inside the orifice. The number of axial grid points
used to model the orifice (10) is less than the number used for the turbulent single-
phase orifice model. The number of axial grid points were reduced to decrease the run
time of the cases. The number (10 was based on sensitivity studies which showed that
the ratio of two-phase to single-phase orifice pressure drop did not depend significantly
on the number of axial grid points in the orifice. Similar to single-phase turbulent flow
through an orifice, the grid point next to the pipe wall far from the orifice was located
such that it was within the "law of the wall" region (30 :::; l s; 50). However, inside the
orifice and along the orifice faces (both upstream and downstream), the grid points
closest to the wall were within the laminar sublayer. This is a result of the very slow
velocities found in the corners between the orifice and the pipe wall.
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The numerical predictions were performed for ~ ratios of 0.80 and 0.50, and for
Reynolds numbers in the range from 29,000 to 70,000.
6.3 Flow Field
The flow field near the orifice for bubbly two-phase flow is examined and
compared to single-phase results. Section 5.5 of Chapter 5 benchmarked the present
computer code for turbulent single-phase orifice flow. It was demonstrated that the
present code provides an accurate representation of the flow field near an orifice. The
results presented here include; vector plots of the velocity distribution, radial
distributions of the void fraction and axial velocities, centerline velocity, average slip ratio
between the phases, and contour plot of the turbulent kinetic energy.
Velocity Distribution
Figure 6.3-1 and 6.3-2 provide vector plots of the velocity distributions for
turbulent single-phase and bubbly two-phase flow through an orifice, respectively. The
Reynolds number (liquid only for two-phase flow) based on the pipe diameter is 48,000.
The two-phase quality is 10 x 10-5 (uave approximately 7.7 percent). The plots examine
the upstream and downstream regions from the orifice and the region very near the
orifice. In plots A, far downstream, the flow is fully developed single-phase flow (Section
5.4) or fully developed bubbly two-phase flow (Section 5.6). At x I R - -1.2, both the
single-phase and two-phase flow are first affected by the orifice plate, as both flows
begin to accelerate along the pipe centerline and the radial flow begins to turn inward
(Le., toward the pipe centerline). Both flows continue to accelerate as they pass through
the orifice reaching a maximum velocity at the vena contracta. For single-phase flow,
the vena contracta occurs at an axial location of x I R - 1.0. However, for the two-phase
flow, the vena contracta occurs at a location closer to the orifice, x I R - 0.5. Beyond
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the vena contracta, both flows spread radially outward until they reattach to the wall.
For the single-phase flow, the reattachment point is at x I R - 4.5, and for the two-phase
flow, the reattchment point is at x I R - 2.3. For both flows, the downstream primary
recirculation zone is apparent. The two-phase recirculation zone is much smaller. The
single-phase flow returns to fully developed conditions at x I R - 9.0 for this ~ ratio and
Reynolds number. The two-phase flow returns to fully developed conditions much
sooner at x I R - 4.5. A discussion of the decrease in the reattachment length of the
primary recirculation zone for two-phase flow is provided in the section concerning the
reattachment length.
Plots B of Figures 6.3-1 and 6.3-2 show the region very near the orifice. In both
plots, a very small primary recirculation zone exists upstream of the orifice. Although it
is difficult to determine from these plots, the size of the primary recirculation zone
upstream of the orifice increases as the two-phase quality increases. This is due to the
rapid increase in void fraction which occurs on the upstream of the orifice in the corner
between the orifice and the pipe wall. As the two-phase quality increases, the void
fraction in this area also increases resulting in an increased area of separation.
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Centerline Velocity
Figures 6.3-3 and 6.3-4 provide comparisons of the normalized axial velocity at
the pipe centerline between single-phase and two-phase predictions for orifice 13 ratios
of 0.80 and 0.50, respectively. The two-phase quality here is 10 x 10-5. The centerline
velocities are normalized to the maximum single-phase centerline velocity at the vena
contracta for each 13 ratio. Figure 6.3-3 shows that upstream of the orifice the two-
phase velocity is less than the single-phase velocity. This is due to the bubbles which
increase the relative axial velocity near the wall and decrease the relative axial velocity
at the center of the pipe. Both figures show that the orifice first influences the flow (both
single-phase and two-phase) at x I R - -1.2. Past x I R - -1.2, the centerline velocity
increases rapidly until the vena contracta. Both plots show that the vena contracta for
two-phase flow occurs closer to the orifice than for single-phase flow (though not by
much for Re =29,000). In addition, the velocity at the vena contracta for two-phase flow
is larger than for single phase flow. Past the vena contracta, the two-phase velocity
decreases more rapidly than that for the single-phase flow, and two-phase flow pattern
returns to fully-developed conditions closer to the orifice (within about five diameters).
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Contour Plot of Turbulent Kinetic Energy
Figure 6.3-5 provides contour plots of the non-dimensional turbulent kinetic
energy for single-phase and two-phase flows. The conditions are based on a pipe
Reynolds numb!9r of 48,000 and ~ ratio of 0.50. The two-phase quality is 10 x 10.5.
Similar to the data presented ,by DeOtte [71], the data is non-dimensionalized based on
the maximum single-phase axial velocity at the vena contracta. A quick examination of
the plots in Figure 6.3-5 shows that downstream of the orifice, the peak turbulent kinetic
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energy for two-phase flow is much greater than that for single-phase flow. A detailed
comparison of the plots shows the following. For both the two-phase and single-phase
cases, the turbulent kinetic energy is minimum as the flow accelerates with nearly plug
flow through the orifice. However, after the vena contracta, the turbulent kinetic energy
increases as the flow decelerates and provides regions of large velocity gradients.
Since the vena contracta for two-phase flow occurs closer to the orifice compared to
single-phase flow, the location of the peak turbulent kinetic energy for two-phase flow is
closer to the orifice. The peak turbule':lt kinetic energy is larger for the two-phase case
due to several reasons; the presence of the bubbles tends to increase the turbulence of
the liquid, the peak axial velocity at the vena contracta is larger for two-phase flow, and
the deceleration in axial velocity past the vena contracta is larger for two-phase flow and
occurs in a shorter distance. The more rapid deceleration of the axial velocity for two-
phase flow is also responsible for the faster decrease in turbulent kinetic energy for two-
phase flow until x I R ...., 5.0. Past x I R ...., 5.0, the decrease in turbulent kinetic energy for
two-phase flow is slower compared to the single-phase flow. This is probably due to the
deceleration of the bubbles.
Radial Distribution of Velocity
Figure 6.3-6 shows the radial distribution of the axial velocity at the vena
contracta for single-phase and two-phase flows. The Reynolds number based on a pipe
diameter is 48,000 and 13 ratio is 0.50. The two-phase qualities are 10 x 10-5 and
18 x 10-5. The data is non-dimensionalized with the maximum axial velocity at the vena
contracta at each condition. The plot shows that as the quality increases the diameter
of the vena contracta increases slightly. Lewis and Davidson [20] observed this
phenomenon in photographs of single-phase and two-phase flow through an orifice.
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Their photographs suggest that the diameter of the vena contracta is larger for two-
phase flows compared to single-phase flows. Lewis and Davidson theorize that the
increase in the diameter of the vena contracta may be due to the gas bubbles breaking
up the shear layer around the jet from the orifice.
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Bean [70] discusses changes in the diameter of the vena contracta for single-
phase flows by pointing out that as viscosity increases, the diameter of the vena
contracta also increases. The basis for this assertion is that the inward radial velocities
upstream of the orifice decrease as viscosity increases. Decreasing the inward radial
velocities will decrease the contraction of the jet following the orifice and increase the
diameter of the vena contracta. Addition of bubbles to liquid flows (Le., two-phase
flows) implies a larger pressure drop or larger effective viscosity and thus would have an
associated increase in the vena contracta diameter as per Bean's [70] hypothesis. In
the present two-phase flow model, as the two-phase quality increases, the turbulent
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kinetic energy within the pipe increases via the two-phase source terms (Chapter 3,
equation 3.5.11). The increase in the turbulent kinetic energy increases the effective
viscosity of the fluid via equation (3.2.17), and will lead to an increase in the diameter of
the vena contracta. In addition, as discussed earlier, increasing the quality results in an
increase in recirculation zone upstream of the orifice due to the large void fraction
upstream of the orifice. As a result, the magnitude of the inward radial velocities
upstream of the orifice will decrease as quality increases, and the vena contracta
diameter will increase.
Figure 6.3-7 is a plot of the radial distribution of the radial velocities at the inlet to
the orifice for single-phase and two-phase flow. The conditions are based on a pipe
R~ynolds number of 48,000 and ~ ratio of 0.50. The two-phase quality is 18 x 10-5. The
data is non-dimensionalized based on the maximum axial velocity at the vena contracta
at each condition. As discussed above, the plot shows that the radial velocity at the inlet
to the orifice is less for two-phase flow than for single-phase flow. This leads to the
increase in the diameter for the vena contracta for two-phase flow. The peak in the
radial velocity at r I R of 0.50 occurs at the tip of the orifice (for ~=0.50). From r I R of
1.ato 0.5, the flow radial flow accelerates inward as it approaches the tip of the orifice.
From r I R of 0.5 to 0.0, the radial flow decelerates as the axial flow begins to accelerate
through the orifice.
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Void Fraction
Figure 6.3-8 provides a plot of the radial void fraction distribution one diameter
..
upstream of the orifice and compares it to the void fraction distribution in a straight pipe
(results presented in Chapter 5). The plot shows that the void fraction upstream of the
orifice is "smoother" and not peaked quite as much at the pipe wall compared to a pipe
without an orific.e. The differences between the two cases were ascribed to the number
of radial grid points used and the location where the data was obtained. In order to
obtain better results for the orifice calculations, the number of radial grid points in the
pipe with an orifice was increased from 22 to 36. This increase in the number of radial
grid points results ina "smoother" radial void profile though slightly different. In order to
shorten the length of the pipe modeled, the orifice was placed approximately 25
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diameters downstream of the inlet of the pipe. At this point the flow is fully developed,
and velocity and turbulent kinetic energy have reached their fully developed two-phase
values. However, the void fraction in the pipe upstream of the orifice is not peaked quite
as much at the pipe wall in a pipe without an orifice where the data was obtained 40
diameters downstream from the pipe inlet. Sensitivity studies showed that moving the
orifice to 40 diameters downstream of the pipe inlet does not affect the velocity,
turbulent kinetic energy, or void behavior through the orifice.
Figure 6.3-9 provides a series of plots depicting changes in the radial void
fraction as the flow passes through the orifice. The conditions are based on a pipe
Reynolds number of 48,000 and a ~ ratio of 0.50. The two-phase quality is 10 x 10-5.
The plots shown in Figure 6.3-9 represent the radial void fraction several axial locations;
one diameter upstream of the orifice (-1.0 D), 0.05 diameters upstream of the orifice
(-0.05 D), at the entrance to the orifice (0.0 D), one diameter downstream of the
orifice(1.0 D) and ten diameters downstream of the orifice (10.0 D). At one diameter
upstream of the orifice, the void fraction is equal to the one shown in Figure 6.3-8 and is
essentially equal to the fully developed distribution. The void fraction profile remains
relatively constant until about 0.2 diameters upstream of the orifice. From 0.2 diameters
upstream of the orifice to the orifice inlet the void fraction increases rapidly in the region
obstructed by the orifice near the pipe wall. This increase is due to a combination of
factors, first, there is a rapid decrease in the axial velocities in this region which
decreases the bubble velocities. This decrease in the bubble velocities increases the
local void fraction in the area near the wall due to the increased time the bubbles spend
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in the region (each control cell, equation 5.6.3). In addition, the void fraction is already
peaked near the wall which compounds the increase in void fraction due to the decrease
in axial velocity.
As the flow enters the orifice (represented by the gray area in the third plot), the
flow, including the bubbles, begins to accelerate. The void fraction shows a peak near
the tip of the orifice. This peak is a result of the large concentration of bubbles
which forms upstream of the orifice and is being swept into the orifice by the strong
radial velocities present which overcomes the Saffman lift force. The secondary
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peak in void fraction at the orifice inlet is an artifice of the methodology to maintain void
fractions < 1.0. As the flow continues through the orifice the inward radial velocities,
which persist through the orifice, continue to move the void fraction peak toward the
center of the pipe. This movement of bubbles to the center of the pipe continues to the
vena contracta and results in void profile represented at one diameter downstream of
the orifice. This plot shows only that the center of the pipe has a very large void fraction
(..... 80 percent), and that the void fraction decreases rapidly to essentially zero at r I R of
0.25.
Past the vena contracta, the outward radial velocities and the Saffman lift: force
begin to move the bubbles toward the wall. However, the process is slow due to the
relatively small radial velocities (compared to the inward velocities at the inlet of the
orifice), and the small Saffman force present near the center of the pipe (i.e., dU I dy is
small). The final plot shows that at 10 diameters downstream of the orifice the void
fraction is beginning to move away from the pipe center and towards the pipe wall. At
the outlet of the pipe (30 diameters downstream of the orifice), the velocity distribution
approached fully developed conditions. However, the void distribution still showed a
peak near the pipe center.
Figure 6.3-10 provides a plot of the average slip ratio, S, between the bubbles
and the liquid. The slip ratio, 8, can be written as,
(6.3.1)
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where a is the radially averaged void fraction, PP and PI and the bubble and liquid
densities respectively, and Xv is the two-phase quality. The flow conditions are a pipe
Reynolds number of 48,000 and a ~ ratio of 0.50. The two-phase quality is
10 X 10-5. Upstream of the orifice, the sfip ratio is constant at approximately
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1.17 which indicates that the radially averaged void fraction is also constant. At
approximately x I D of 0.2, the average slip ratio begins to decrease rapidly which
indicates the slowing of the bubbles upstream of the orifice discussed previously, and
indicates that the average void fraction is beginning to increase. The slip ratio reaches
a minimum of"" 0.01 at the inlet of the orifice indicating that the bubbles are moving very
slowly (stalled) in the dead region between the orifice and the pipe wall. As the bubbles
pass through the orifice, the slip ratio increases rapidly due to the rapid acceleration of
the bubbles and the liquid. This leads to a decrease of the average void fraction. The
maximum slip ratio is reached at approximately x I D of 0.75 just downstream of the
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vena contracta location. The decrease in the slip ratio is due to the decrease in the
axial liquid velocities as the liquid spreads out and reattaches to the wall. In this region,
the average void fraction begins to increase. By x I 0 of 4, the slip ratio is within five
percent of the slip ratio before the orifice, and the average void fraction is close to the
inlet void fraction.
6.4 Reattachment Length
Figure 6.4-1 and 6.4-2 provide plots of the reattachment length of the primary
recirculation zone downstream of the orifice as a function of two-phase quality. Both
plots show that the reattachment length decreases as the two-phase quality increases.
Figure 6.4-1 plots the reattachment length for the ~ ratios of 0.80 and 0.50, and a pipe
Reynolds number of 48,000. This plot shows that the decrease in the reattachment
length is more rapid for a larger ~ ratio, and that both ~ ratios appear to be approaching
a single value (close to unity) as two-phase quality increases. Figure 6.4-2 plots the
reattachment length for pipe Reynolds numbers of 29,000,48,000, and 70,000, and a ~
ratio of 0.80. This plot shows that for single-phase flow (zero quality), the reattachment
length is essentially constant with Reynolds number as discussed in Chapter 5.
However, as two-phase quality increases, the decrease in the reattachment length is
more rapid for smaller Reynolds numbers.
The decrease in the reattachment length as two-phase quality increases is
probably due to a combination of factors. First, as discussed previously, as the two-
phase quality increases, the inward radial velocities just upstream of the orifice
decrease (Figure 6.3-7). The decrease in the inward radial flows will increase the
diameter of the vena contracta and move it closer to the orifice. As the two-phase
quality increases, the resulting flow distribution at the outlet of the orifice will begin to
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approximate that for a sudden pipe expansion as opposed to an orifice single-phase
flow. DeOtte, et al. [71] show that for a 13 ratio of 0.50, the reattachment length for an
orifice is x I R - 4.75, and the reattachment length for a sudden pipe expansion is x I R
- 3.5. As the flow at the outlet approaches that of a sudden pipe expansion, the
reattachment length would decrease and approach a value of x / R - 3.5. However,
based on the above example, this aspect can only partially explain the decrease in the
reattachment length as two-phase quality increases. For example, for a two-phase
quality of 18 x 10-5 and a 13 ratio of 0.50, the reattachment length from Figure 6.4-1 is x /
R - 1.0 which is much less than the reattachment length for a pipe expansion of x / R -
3.5. Therefore, another (two-phase) phenomenon must be also responsible for the
majority of the decrease in the reattachment length.
As discussed previously, as the two-phase quality increases, the turbulent kinetic
energy increases. This increase in turbulent kinetic energy increases the effective
viscosity in the pipe. Increasing the effective viscosity contributes to the increase in the
diameter of the vena contracta, and is probably the major contributor in shortening the
reattachment length. As the effective viscosity increases, the ability of the fluid to
maintain a velocity gradient (Le., dU) decreases. Therefore, as viscosity (and quality)
dy
increases, the interaction in the shear layer downstream of the orifice between the
recirculating fluid and the fluid jet at the pipe centerline causes the axial velocity at the
centerline of the pipe to drop more rapidly (Figure 6.3-4), the turbulent kinetic energy to
increase (Figure 6.3-5), and the reattachment length to shorten (Figures 6.4-1 and
6.4-2).
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6.5 Heat Transfer
Figures 6.5-1 and 6.5-2 provide plots of the heat transfer downstream of the
orifice. The flow conditions for both plots have a pipe Reynolds number of 48,000,
constant heat flux at the pipe wall, and constant fluid properties. Both plots examine a
range of two-phase qualities from zero to 18 x 10-5. Figure 6.5-1 provides the results for
a 13 ratio of 0.80, and Figure 6.5-2 provides the results for a 13 ratio of 0.50. The data is
non-dimensionalized based on the fully developed single-phase Nusselt number. It
should be noted that due to the large differences between experimental and numerical
results in single-phase heat transfer downstream of an orifice describ~d earlier in
Chapter 5, the absolute values for the two-phase results in Figures 6.5-1 and 6.5-2 are
probably too low. However, the results from single-phase flow past an orifice did show
that the numerical predictions do provide the appropriate trends in heat transfer
behavior.
Figures 6.5-1 and 6.5-2 show the following. As two-phase quality increases the
maximum heat transfer increases. This is consistent with two-phase flow in the straight
pipe, and is probably due to the increase in turbulence as quality increases (Figure 6.3-
5). Also, as two-phase quality increases, the location of the maximum heat transfer
occurs closer to the orifice. This is consistent with the behavior of the reattachment
length of the primary recirculation zone discussed in the previous section. Finally,
similar to single-phase flow past an orifice, the peak heat transfer increases as the 13
ratio decreases.
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In addition to the above observations, Figure 6.5-2 shows that for two-phase
qualities greater than 6 x 10-5 the heat transfer has a second peak in heat transfer
downstream of both the first peak (and the reattachment point of the recirculating fluid).
Figure 6.5-3 plots the locations of the first and second peaks and the reattachment
length of the primary recirculation zone based on the conditions from Figure 6.5-2.
From Figure 6.5-3, the location of the second heat transfer peak occurs several pipe
diameter~ downstream from the location of the reattachment length.
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Comparison of Peak Heat Transfer and
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For a Reynolds number of 48,000 and Bof 0.50, the size of the second peak is -
64 percent of the size of the first peak. The second peak in the heat transfer is probably
due to a local increase in the turbulent kinetic energy at the wall in the vicinity of the
second peak and needs to be experimentally verified. Figure 6.5-4 provides a plot of
the radial distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy in the vicinity of the second peak in
the heat transfer. For a pipe Reynolds number of 48,000ja two-phase quality of
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18 X 10.5, and a pratio of 0.5, the data is non-dimensionalized based on the maximum
axial velocity at the vena contracta. Based on these conditions, the location of the
second peak occurs at x I D = 2.30. The plot shows that the overall turbulent kinetic
energy is decreasing
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as the distance from the orifice increases. This is consistent with Figure 6.3-5.
However at x I D of 2.30, the turbulent kinetic energy near the wall increases compared
to the points upstream (x I D of 1.58) and downstream (x I D of 3.05). This increase in
the turbulent kinetic energy leads to the increase in the heat transfer.
The increase in the turbulent kinetic energy is due to an increase in the liquid
velocity near the wall at the location of the second peak. The increase in the liquid
velocities is probably not due to the reattachment of the liquid since the point of
reattachment is several pipe diameters upstream of the second peak. However, the
second peak may be due to the presence of bubbles which begin to appear at the wall
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just upstream of the location of the second peak. A better understanding of these
features will help in designing heat transfer enhancement surfaces even for single-
phase flows.
6.6 Pressure Drop
As stated previously, the majority of the experimental work related to two-phase
orifice flow is concerned with measuring the pressure drop and comparing the
measurements to empirical relationships. Lewis and Davidson [20] and Salcudean and
Leung [21] performed pressure drop measurements for bubbly two-phase flow through
an orifice in a vertical pipe, and compared their results to pressure drop correlations
available in the literature. Lewis and Davidson [20] performed experiments using an air-
water mixture at atmospheric pressure. Their experiments covered a wide range of ~
ratios (0.30 to 0.53), Reynolds numbers (29,000 to 62,000), and two-phase qualities
(4.85 x 10-5 to 29.9 x 10-5). Salcudean and Leung [21] performed experiments using an
air-water mixtures at pressures between one and three atmospheres. Their
experiments were performed for two ~ ratios (0.77 and 0.87) and a wide range of
Reynolds numbers (10,000 to 200,000) and two-phase qualities (> 14 x 10-\
Lewis and Davidson [20] compared their results to a pressure drop correlation
used by Fairhurst [78] based on a homogeneous flow analysis,
(6.6.1)
where, ~PLO is the pressure drop assuming the entire mass flowrate is liquid. For air-
water bubbly flow, the following assumptions can be made: Pp« PI, XV - 0, and ~PLO =
~PL' The simplified equation is,
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(6.6.2)
Chisholm and Rooney [79] developed a pressure drop correlation for low quality
two-phase flows based on a separated flow model,
(6.6.3)
where,
( )
0.5
X is the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter = 1- Xv .!:£..
Xv PI
( J
O.5 ()05
C =~.£L + K.!:£.. . ,and
K Pp PI
From Chisholm and Rooney, equation (6.6.3) is valid over the range of X < 1. For two-
phase air-water flow, this corresponds to a quality range from 0 to -0.033 which is
significantly larger than the quality range evaluated in this present work.
Figure 6.6-1 compares the experimental data from Lewis and Davidson and
Salcudean and Leung to the correlations from Fairhurst and Chisholm and Rooney. The
comparison shows that both correlations provide reasonable agreement with the
experimental data for void fractions less than 0.15. As the void fraction exceeds 0.15,
Fairhurst's correlation predicts larger values for the two-phase pressure drop compared
to both the experimental data and Chisholm and Rooney's correlation. The reason
Fairhurst's correlation overpredicts the two-phase pressure drop when the'void fraction
is greater than 0.15 is due to the assumption of homogeneous flow. For small void
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fractions « 0.15), the assumption of homogenous flow is acceptable. However, as void
fraction increases (locally or globally), the flow can not be treated as homogeneous and
separated effects become important. Since the void fractions for the present work are
< 0.15, both Fairhurst's and Chisholm and Rooney's correlations are used for
comparison with the numerical predictions from the present work.
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Figure 6.6-2 compares the numerical predictions for two-phase orifice pressure
drop from the present work to the correlations of Fairhurst and Chisholm and Rooney
[78, 79]. The numerical predictions are for two ~ ratios (0.50 and 0.80) and a range of
Reynolds numbers (29,000 to 70,000) and two-phase qualities (0 to 18 x 10-\ All
comparisons are for pressure tap locations at 0 and ~ 0 . Figure 6.6-2 shows that the
numerical results for a 13 ratio of 0.50 compare very well to the pressure drop
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correlations (and hence the experimental data). However, for a /3 ratio of 0.80, the
numerical results severely under predict the two-phase pressure drop.
The under prediction of the two-phase pressure drop for a /3 ratio of 0.80 is
related to the behavior of the pressure through the orifice. Figures 6.6-3 and 6.6.4 plot
the behavior of pressure in the orifice region for /3 ratios of 0.80 and 0.50 respectively.
The data in the plots is non-dimensionalized based on the single phase pressure drop,
(6.6.4)
where Pout is the pressure 12 radii downstream of the orifice and Pin is the pressure 8
radii upstream of the orifice. Both plots show that the pressure drop, if measured
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Comparison of Two-Phase Orifice Pressure Drop Results:
Numerical Results vs. Correlation Predictions
imme'diately upstream and downstream of the orifice, increases as two-phase quality
increases. However, both plots also show that pressure recovery occurs closer to the
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orifice as two-phase quality increases. Therefore, if the pressure recovery occurs close
enough to the orifice, the measured pressure drop at 0 and ..!.O can decrease for two-
2
phase flow even though the pressure drop measured immediately upstream and
downstream of the orifice is larger. The decrease in the pressure recovery distance is
related to the decrease in the reattachment length discussed previously.
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The results in Figures 6.6-2, 6.6-3 and 6.6-4 indicate that the reattachment length
plotted in Figure 6.4-1 is under predicted for ~ =0.80 but is probably accurate for 13 =
0.50. This discrepancy in the prediction of the reattachment length may explain the
differences in the pressure drop through the orifice.
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This chapter provided the results for bubbly two-phase flow through an orifice in
a vertical pipe using the models and methods developed in the previous chapters. The
predicted pressure drop results agree reasonably well with the available experimental
data especially for 13 = 0.50. The numerical results also provide insights into the flow
field in the vicinity of the orifice including the void distribution, turbulent kinetic energy,
and reattachment length. The next chapter summarizes the work with a few concluding
remarks, and provides recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Summary and Conclusions
The mathematical models and numerical methods presented in this work were
verified against a wide variety of pipe flows. The flows benchmarked covered single-
phase laminar and turbulent pipe flows with and without an orifice and bubbly two-phase
flow in a vertical pipe. The models and methods were extended to examine bubbly two-
phase flow through an orifice in a vertical pipe. A summary of the major observations
from this work are provided below.
1. The mathematical models described in this work were used to predict two-
phase bubbly flows in vertical circular pipes. The models assumed an
Eulerian system for the continuous (liquid) phase and a Lagrangian
description for the dispersed phase (air).
2. The continuous phase equations were derived from the Navier-Stokes
equations and assume steady, incompressible, and axisymmetrical flow. No
slip boundary conditions are used at all the solid walls. Constant heat fluxes
are used for heat transfer and the conjugate problem is considered for the
orifice.
3. For turbulent flows, a two equation model is used to describe turbulence and
to determine an effective viscosity. The turbulence field is described by the
turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate. Following the evaluation of
these parameters, the effective viscosity is determined using the Prandtl-
Kolmogorov formula. The turbulent boundary conditions at the pipe and
orifice walls are specified using well known wall functions.
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4. The dispersed phase equation of motion is based on the general form of the
bubble equation of motion for spherical bubbles which has been extended to
Reynolds numbers beyond the Stokes regime. Included in this equation is
Saffman's transverse lift force. The bubble motion was computed using a
second order Runge-Kutta routine.
5. Coupling between the continuous and dispersed phase equations for
momentum and turbulence is accomplished through source terms in the
continuous phase equations. However, no coupling was used between the
phases for mass and energy since the bubbles were assumed to be constant
in size and in thermal equilibrium with the liquid.
6. A finite difference form for the continuous phase equations was developed.
The SIMPLEC algorithm was used to decouple the continuity and momentum
-
equations. A Tri-Diagonal Matrix scheme was used to solve the finite
difference equations for momentum, energy, and turbulence.
7. The procedures used in the present work were verified with theoretical,
experimental, and numerical data for single-phase pipe flow. The numerical
predictions show good agreement in the areas of velocity distribution,
pressure drop, and heat transfer. The comparisons for turbulence
distribution show that the present work under predicts the experimental
results near the wall. The under prediction is due to the two equation model
for turbulence. This model is valid for high Reynolds number flows, and
therefore has difficulty in the near wall region where the Reynolds number is
lower. The comparisons for temperature distribution show that the present
work over predicts the temperature gradient. The over prediction is probably
due to the assumption of a constant turbulent Prandtl number. Sensitivity
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studies showed that varying the turbulent Prandtl number provides better
temperature predictions.
8. The results from the present work were verified with experimental and
numerical data for single-phase flow through an orifice. The numerical
predictions show good agreement in the areas of velocity distribution,
reattachment length of the primary recirculation zone, and turbulence field.
The comparisons for heat transfer downstream of the orifice show that the
present work under predicts the experimental results. However, the location
of the peak heat transfer is accurately predicted. The under prediction in the
heat transfer is probably due to the wall function and turbulent Prandtl
number used to calculate the wall temperature. The comparisons for
pressure drop show that the present work tends to under predict the
experimental results. The under prediction may be related to the way the
orifice is modeled (sharp-edge versus beveled, etc.)
9. The results of the present work were compared and verified with to
experimental data for bubbly two-phase flow in a vertical pipe. The numerical
predictions show good agreement for velocity, turbulent, and void fraction
distributions. Consistent with the experimental data, the presence of the
bubbles results in more uniform velocity and turbulence distributions with a
peak in the void faction near the wall. The comparisons for pressure drop
show that the present work tends to under predict the pressure drop at lower
qualities and overpredicts the pressure drop as quality increases. The
comparisons for heat transfer show good agreement with experimental data
over the quality range studied. The predictions and the experimental data
show that as quality increases the heat transfer increases though the rate of
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increase seems too large. An interesting result from the numerical
predictions is that the heat transfer at very low qualities is less than the
single-phase heat transfer. This initial decrease in the predicted heat
transfer at very, very low qualities is probably due to an initial decrease in the
overall turbulence which has also been observed experimentally.
10. The models and methods of the present work were extended to provide
predictions of bubbly two-phase flow through an orifice in a vertical pipe. A
comparison of the two-phase and single-phase orifice flows reveals that the
diameter of the vena contracta increases as quality increases. This
phenomenon has been reported experimentally through visual observations.
The increase in the vena contracta diameter is due to a combination of
factors; a decrease in the radially inward velocities upstream of the orifice
and an increase in the effective viscosity of the fluid due to increased
turbulence from the bubbles.
11. The increase in the vena contracta diameter leads to several changes in the
flow field compared to single-phase flow:
a. A decrease in the reattachment length of the primary recirculation zone
downstream of the orifice,
b. A rapid decrease in the axial velocity following the orifice,
c. The pressure recovery occurring closer to the orifice, and
d. An increase in the turbulence downstream of the orifice.
12. The numerical predictions for pressure drop were compared to available
experimental data. The comparison shows good agreement for small orifice-
to-pipe diameter ratios. However, as the orifice-to-pipe diameter ratio
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increases, the numerical results under predict the experimental data probably
due to an over prediction of the vena contracta diameter at these conditions.
13. The numerical predictions for heat transfer revealed the existence of a
second peak in heat transfer downstream of the reattachment point of the
fluid. The second heat transfer peak is smaller than the first, and occurs due
to an increase in turbulent kinetic energy near the wall. The increase in the
turbulent kinetic energy is probably due to the presence of the bubbles which
are predicted to reach the wall around this axial location.
7.2 Recommendations for Future Work
The models and methods used for this work have been used over a wide variety
of pipe flows including bubbly two-phase flow through an orifice. Overall, the numerical
predictions are in good agreement with the available experimental data. However,
improvements can be made in several areas. Therefore, based on the experience
gained in the development of this work and the comparisons presented within, the
following recommendations for future work follow:
1. The present work demonstrates that the wall functions used for momentum,
turbulent kinetic energy, and heat transfer may not be adequate under all
flow conditions. A review of the literature revealed several alternate
approaches to modeling the near wall behavior of the above variables.
Changing the treatment of the boundary conditions near the wall may provide
better predictions especially for heat transfer downstream of the orifice in the
recirculating zone where the local Reynolds numbers near the wall can be
qUite small.
2. The orifice model used in the present work provided reasonable results for
the flow field. The orifice has been modeled with sharp leading and trailing
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edges (Le., without a bevel). The model tended to under predict the pressure
drop. Changes to the orifice model may provide more accurate predictions.
The changes could include revising the mesh in the radial direction to provide
more detail inside and near the orifice similar to that used for the axial
direction.
3. A review of the literature revealed a need for better experimental data for
bUbbly two-phase flow through an orifice. Most of the experimental data
found involved pressure drop measurements for two-phase qualities in
excess of one percent. In addition, no experimental data was found which
provided measurements of the flow field near the orifice. Such
measurements would provide a useful tool for verifying numerical models
such as the one used in this work.
4. The present work examined only a limited range of parameters for bubbly
two-phase flow through an orifice. Additional sensitivity studies are
warranted to study the effects of bubble size, bubble-to-pipe diameter ratio,
ratio of bubble-to-liquid density, and methods for modeling much larger
qualities in other flow regimes. This may be possible with a modified set of
"bubble" or slug Lagrangian equations.
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aA
b
B
cp
CD
CL
C1, C2
C3
CJl
Ck
d
dp
D
E
f
F
J*
Nomenclature
coefficient in the discretization equation
convection-diffusion coefficient; area; Van Driest constant
source term in the discretization equation
convection-diffusion coefficient
specific heat at constant pressure
drag coefficient; orifice discharge coefficient
lift coefficient
empirical constants in E equation
empirical constant in bubble source term for E equation
empirical constant in /left equation
empirical constant in bubble source term for k equation
Pipe diameter; coefficient in pressure-difference term; diameter of orifice
diameter of bubble
diffusion conductance; diameter of pipe
constant in the law of the wall
friction factor
flow rate through a control volume face
body force (e.g., gravity)
lift force
gravitational acceleration
production of turbulent energy; mass flux
total (convective + diffusive) flux
normalized flux
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k turbulent kinetic energy; thermal conductivity
K coefficient in Chisholm's orifice equation
KJ flow coefficient in general orifice equation
mixing length
L length of the pipe
Lr reattchment length of primary recirculation zone
m mass flow rate
nj number of bubbles of initial diameter dpi along a given trajectory
Nu Nusselt Number
MA bubble acceleration modulus
P pressure
P' pressure correction
P* guessed pressure
Pe Peclet number
q" heat flux
r radial distance; radial coordinate
R radius of the pipe
Re Reynolds number
Rep bubble Reynolds number
s dummy variable
S general source term, slip ratio
Sc constant part of source term
Sp linearized part of source term
t time
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tp time of bubble motion
T temperature ; overbar denotes mean temperature
l' fluctuating temperature
u axial velocity; velocity component in the axial (x) direction
u' fluctuating velocity in the axial (x) direction
ur relative bubble velocity
U mean part of velocity component in the axial (x) direction
U' correction of velocity component in the axial (x) direction
U* velocity in the axial (x) direction based on pressure, P*
1\
U pseudo-velocity in the axial (x) direction for SIMPLEC
v radial velocity; velocity component in the radial (r) direction
v' fluctuating velocity in the radial (r) direction
V mean part of velocity component in the radial (r) direction; Volume
V' correction of velocity component in the radial (r) direction
V* velocity in the radial (r) direction based on pressure, P*
1\
V pseudo-velocity in the radial (r) direction for SIMPLEC
x axial distance; axial coordinate
X Lockhart-Martinelli parameter
Xv two-phase quality
~x x-direction width of control volume
~y y-direction width of control volume
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Greek
a void fraction; under-relaxation coefficient
~ ratio of orifice diameter to pipe diameter
~i fraction of bubble mass which enters at port i
8 distance between grid nodes
8i,j Kronecker's delta function
/),.A correction for virtual mass force
/),.H correction for Basset history force
E rate of turbulent energy dissipation
<P general variable
<PLO2 two-phase multiplier
y normally distributed random variable
r general diffusion coefficient
K von Karmen constant
'te lifetime of turbulent eddy
'tw wall shear stress
J.l molecular viscosity
v dynamic viscosity, ~p
Vt turbulent eddy viscosity
Vt,h eddy diffusivity for heat transfer
p density
pu'; U'j Reynold's stress
cr surface tension
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O'h constant in energy equation (Prandtl number)
O'E empirical constant in the k-E model
O'k empirical constant in the k-E model
O'h,t turbulent Prandtl number
'tw wall shear stress
(j)j fraction of bubble mass with initial diameter dpj
Subscripts
c value at pipe centerline
eff effective
fd fully developed
e,E East
E index to E equation
G gas property
h heat transfer
i,j summation indices in tensor notation
in value at pipe inlet
k index to k equation
I,L liquid property
LO liquid only
m index to continuity; mean value
n,N North
nb neighbor
out value at pipe outlet
p,P grid node; bubble property
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s,S South
SP single-phase property
t turbulent property
tp,TP two-phase property.
T energy
u,U index to U-momentum
v,V index to V-momentum
vc property at vena contracta
w,W West; wall
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